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CONTENTS FROM THE EDITOR

In this competitive market it is essential to 

stay one step ahead of the game. In days 

gone by, this included the other pool shops, 

maintenance technicians and suppliers in the 

area. However, with technological advance-

ments, most notably the internet, the world 

has become a much smaller place. Now we 

have to compete with those who may be 

located in not just another neighbourhood, 

but perhaps another state or even another 

country. Inside you will find a column on the 

practice of ‘webrooming’, which has been 

contributed by Spiros Dassakis CEO of the 

Swimming Pool and Spa Alliance. This column 

sums up this threat to all retailers and gives 

some helpful advice on how to compete in 

today’s changing marketplace.

Also in this edition we have two features. The 

first focuses on the growing trend towards 

chlorine reduction in pool sanitising systems. 

More and more consumers are wanting pool 

sanitising systems that are less likely to 

contribute towards allergy and asthma ag-

gravation and manufacturers are responding. 

In the pool interiors feature, we take a peek 

at the pool surface options available. Some 

of the inside information here will help you to 

guide your clients through the choices they 

will have to make as they specify their new 

pool or pool renovation. 

As usual, we have also included a number of 

case studies, showcasing the most recently 

completed, award-winning pools from across 

the country and a number of product features, 

including solar pool heating, water sanitising 

systems and pool interior surfaces. In each 

feature, Pool+Spa discusses the latest market 

trends with insiders, followed by a range of 

products currently on the market that might 

be of interest for your next project.

We are always on the lookout for new research, 

products and case studies to share with the 

pool and spa commu-

nity. If you would like to 

share your products or 

ideas, or suggest a topic 

for discussion, please 

contact me via the email 

address below.

Rebecca Brennan - Editor
ps@westwick-farrow.com.au
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The refurbished Prince Alfred Park pool, located in Sydney’s Surry Hills, 
was officially reopened in October 2013. Its stunning architectural design, 
which incorporates the best in sustainable practices, has already been 
recognised with a number of architectural and environmental awards.

CITY POOL ACHIEVES 
SUSTAINABILITY 
WITHOUT 
AESTHETIC 
COMPROMISE
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PRINCE ALFRED PARK POOL

T
he $20.5m refurbishment of the 
Prince Alfred Park pool marks the 
completion of the city’s extensive 
upgrade to the 7.5-hectare Prince 
Alfred Park - its largest upgrade 

in 50 years.
Designed by Neeson Murcutt Architects 

(NMA), the ambition of the project was to 
reinvigorate the area and upgrade the tired 
public outdoor pool, making it a fully ac-
cessible, heated, community facility.

The newly refurbished pool includes a 
9-lane, 50 m outdoor pool with ramp ac-
cess, a shaded toddler splash-deck with 
water toys and fountains, improved acces-
sibility, new change rooms, cafe and kiosk, 
new fencing, seating and sunbathing areas, 
stormwater harvesting, water-saving fixtures 
and native meadow planting.

The project is, in fact, a refurbishment 
of an existing 1950s pool; therefore, the 
location of the new pool facilities building 
was determined by the position of the exist-
ing pool shell. The refurbishment took 30 
months - longer than anticipated due to poor 
weather, which made construction difficult.

The pool was refurbished by removing the 
existing concrete pool gutter and replacing 
it with a new, level, deck-tiled gutter system 
made of prefabricated, heat-bonded PVC to 
stainless steel. Pool wall panels of similar 
manufacture are integrally connected to 
the new gutter system, with the new pool 
base liner forming a watertight, lane-marked 
shell. The base of the pool is reinforced 
PVC, lined with provision for future flip-up 
lane dividers for learn-to-swim classes at 
the shallow end.

The construction is a Myrtha RenovAc-
tion modular pool system. This system 
clads the existing pool internally with the 
abovementioned panels and each panel, 
gutter and base is fully PVC welded to each 
other. The system is flexible, allowing for 
future structural movement without leakage. 
Internally, it is smooth and white, giving a 

beautiful colour to the water. The line mark-
ings and hobs are tiled and the concourse 
is honed concrete in two tones - blue and 
off-white. The colour helps to break up the 
scale of the concourse and resonates with 
the previous 1950s pool facility and the 
memory of a similar blue hue.

The filtration system uses ultrafine filtra-
tion (UFF), providing superior water quality 
while minimising backwashed wastewater 
compared to other systems. The system can 
easily cope with the splash-deck without the 
cost of an additional filtration plant. The 
pool gutter system directs water to a bal-
ance tank, which manages the fluctuations 
in pool level. Pumps will draw soiled water 
from the balance tank via strainers and force 
water through the UFF. The filtered water 
is then disinfected, heated and returned 
to the pool via special side-wall turbulent 
nozzles or to the splash-deck via controlled 
flow-through valves operated by staff or the 
splash-deck users.

The pool is heated via a Raypak gas 
heater. Temperature is controlled via ther-
mostatic sensors operating variable speed 
circulation pumps, providing the required 
amounts of heated water to maintain the 
pool at the required temperature throughout 
the year. Pool covers are used to retain 
heat and the water level during the night.

The facility has a building management 
control system, which allows council to 
monitor operations and make appropriate 
changes to continually operate the plant 
and equipment at its optimum level. This 
also includes the monitoring of water usage.

Stormwater is harvested from the Sydney 
Water pipeline, which runs through Prince 
Alfred Park, for the purpose of re-use within 
the park and pool environments, for toilet 
flushing and irrigation. Additionally, an un-
derground tank in the pool building collects 
stormwater from the pool environs that is 
piped for the purpose of re-use within the 
pool enclosure for toilet flushing.
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WHAT MAKES THIS PROJECT STAND OUT FROM THE REST 
IS THE POOL’S INTEGRATION WITH THE PARK IN WHICH 
IT SITS. TWO CRISPLY SHAPED LANDSCAPE MOUNDS 
DEFINE THE SPACE OF THE OUTDOOR POOL ENCLOSURE, 
SIMULTANEOUSLY CONNECTING AND SEPARATING PARK 
AND POOL.

PRINCE ALFRED PARK POOL

Underwater pool lights were supplied by 
Myrtha and supplement the Scissor Pole 
Sports Lighting.

The new pool facility building incorporates 
the best in sustainable practices and is physi-
cally embedded into the park landscape under 
a green roof of native ‘meadow’ grasses.

The existing concrete pool shell was 
largely retained and a new water-efficient 
pool plant is key to the facility upgrade to 
meet the City of Sydney’s ambitious sustain-
ability aspirations.

The upgraded pool is the city’s first pool 
that is fully trigeneration ready. (Trigeneration 
is an environmentally sustainable method 
of generating electricity.) This incorporates 
the sustainable design principle of energy 
efficiency into and beyond the needs of the 
project. In-situ concrete has been used to 
form the large plant area at the southern 
end of the building that will house the 
future trigeneration equipment to generate 
electricity for the whole site, with by-product 
heat used to heat the pool.

The use of a suspended concrete con-
course slab, supported on concrete piers, 
allows a large volume of the existing con-
taminated soil on-site to be safely contained 
beneath it, reducing the energy use and cost 
of removal of the material and its replacement 
with a compactable, non-contaminated soil.

Precast concrete bleacher beams take ad-
vantage of the factory processes of re-usable 
formwork and minimise waste compared to 
on-site concrete construction.

The project aims to demonstrate that 
sustainable outcomes can be achieved 
without aesthetic compromise. To this end, 
NMA worked with Frost Design to create 
a series of 19 signs set into the paving 
to educate the public regarding some of 

the detailed design features of the 
building, including:

•	timber hardwoods certified from 
sustainable sources,

•	natural ventilation and daylight 
to reduce the need for air conditioning 
and minimise lighting,

•	shower fittings using time controls to 
save water,

•	pool filters that use 87% less water than 
traditional filters,

•	85% of construction waste from the 
building works recycled,

•	recycled stormwater used for toilets to 
save the equivalent of two Olympic-size 
pools of mains water per year,

•	recreation area irrigated by stormwater 
saving 2500 bath tubs’ worth of drinking 
water per year,

•	pool cover to prevent water evaporation 
and heat loss when the facility is not 
in use,

•	bike parking facilities to reduce transport 
emissions.
The project’s architect, Rachel Neeson 

from Neeson and Murcutt Architects, is 
pleased with the finished product. “The pool 
and park, once underutilised, have become 
a loved, year-round destination. There was 
a strong collaboration between us, our 
landscape architect Sue Barnsley Design 
and the client, the City of Sydney.

“What makes this project stand out from 
the rest is the pool’s integration with the park 
in which it sits. Two crisply shaped landscape 
mounds define the space of the outdoor 
pool enclosure, simultaneously connecting 
and separating park and pool. Strategic gaps 
between the mounds allow for views between. 
The mounds provide wind protection and cre-
ate areas for discrete sunbathing.

“The new pool building is designed as 
a ‘folded landscape’ with a green roof of 
native meadow grasses. In this single move 
the building disappears from the adjacent 
street and is embedded into the rolling park 
landscape. Colour is used to accentuate the 
topographic quality of the project. Painted 
wall stripes align with two-tone concrete 
paving in off-white and blue to create a 
visual continuity,” Neeson added.

In October 2013, the pool was officially 
opened with a fun-filled event titled ‘Spring 
in the Park’, which featured a synchronised 
swimming display, roving performers and 
free light refreshments.

Lord Mayor Clover Moore, who officially 
opened the pool, said the pool was a 
winner. “It’s time to celebrate the success 
of Sydney’s newest, and greenest, public 
swimming pool. With the City’s largest 
green roof and beautiful design, this 
state-of-the-art pool is already attracting 
thousands of Sydneysiders as a place to 
relax, exercise, enjoy the outdoors and 
meet up with friends.”

The refurbishment has already won 
a number of environmental and design 
awards, including:

•	2013 AILA NSW Medal for Landscape 
Architecture

•	2013 Sydney Design Awards (Architec-
ture Mixed Use)

•	2013 WAF High Commendation (Land-
scape)

•	2013 CCAA State Award
•	2013 CIA NSW High Commendation
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DARREN HAWKINS
Co-owner of two Swimart stores

GETTING TO KNOW ...

Darren Hawkins is co-owner of 
Swimart Clearview and St Marys 
in South Australia. Darren and 
his wife Melina entered the pool 
industry six years ago when they 
opened their first Rainwise store 
in Adelaide.

Six years ago, Darren and Melina Hawkins opened a Rainwise store in Ad-
elaide. Rainwise is a retail outlet store that sells and installs water-related 
products. Their major product lines include Summertime Pools, Tankworld and 
Nylex rainwater tanks, pumps and rain-harvesting products. Initially they believed 
they would mainly be a rainwater tank business that would sell a few pools; however, 
to their surprise, it was the pool shop side of the business that immediately grew.

Following this success, Darren and Melina purchased two pool shops. In Novem-
ber 2013, they decided to convert them into Swimart stores, which Darren says 
has been his career highlight. “We already had a thriving pool installation business 
with Rainwise, but we wanted to grow the home service side of the business and 
we felt Swimart did home services very well.”

However, opening two Swimart stores at the same time, which needed to be 
ready for the 2013 summer season, presented many challenges for Darren and 
Melina. “We knew we had to open by November at the latest or else we would 
miss the main selling season of the year, which is not a great way to launch a 
business. So everything happened very quickly,” said Darren.

Darren also finds the unpredictable weather a difficult challenge. “The past 
three summers haven’t been ideal, with quite a bit of rain. Luckily the long-range 
forecast is for a long and hot summer. To counteract bad seasons we have to work 
smart and make the most of our client base, anticipating their needs and wants 
to ensure we become an integral part of their home maintenance team.

“In 2014 we aim to educate our potential and existing customers to use both 
our retail shops and mobile pool servicing and to increase our customer base. 
There is a lot of competition, therefore we employ quality staff who are profession-
ally trained by Swimart to provide our customers with superior and more efficient 
products and services which will ultimately save them time, effort and money whilst 
providing peace of mind.

“As for increasing our customer base, Swimart advertises for us in prime time 
on Channel 9 and organises promotional letterbox drops within our catchment area. 
Olympic swimming champion Susie O’Neil is the brand ambassador and we intend 
to invite her to make a special appearance at our grand opening in coming months. 
We also have access to the services of Llewellyn Communications, a public rela-
tions company, which helps to lift our profile within our target market,” he added.

Darren and Melina feel that today’s consumers are demanding a more profes-
sional service, advice and more specialised product knowledge than ever before.

“Consumers also value reliability. There’s nothing more annoying than tradespeople 
who promise to be at your home by a certain time, who never turn up, or turn up 
late. With everyone leading busy lives, no one has time to hang around endlessly 
waiting for tradespeople. We pride ourselves on sticking to our commitments and 
also staying in contact with our clients so they know what to expect.”

Darren believes that the biggest growth areas for 2014 are environmentally and 
economically friendly products. “People are living busier lives and are also becom-
ing more environmentally aware, so they are wanting products that can save the 
environment and also save water, power, time and money,” he said.

“We are also seeing growing interest in our robotic cleaner range. The robotic 
cleaners take the hard work out of pool cleaning. People love to be able to ‘set 
and forget’ their robotic cleaner without having to break into a sweat.

Darren and Melina are hoping to increase their staff, the number of mobile 
servicing vehicles and their customer base.
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Part of the Zodiac group.

Call your Zodiac account manager or 1800 688 552 
to fi nd out how you could become a MagnaPool dealer.

MagnaPool’s unique, patented blend of natural ocean 
minerals, replicates the therapeutic and healing 
properties of the Dead Sea and well-known mineral 
springs and spas around the world. For centuries people 
have understood the health benefi ts of the transdermal 

– through the skin – absorption of minerals to soothe skin 
conditions and relax and rejuvenate the body.

Every swim in a MagnaPool is 
rejuvenating and refreshing, it’s
a gentle and healing experience.

Health & Wellbeing 
The magnesium naturally detoxes and 
balances your body and can help to relieve 
stress and anxiety and aches and pains

Science 
The natural blend of magnesium and 
potassium is a healthier alternative to 
traditional pools

Environment
Eliminates harsh chemicals
MagnaPool diluted backwash water can 
be used to water your garden

http://www.zodiac.com.au
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MAKING WAVES
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Backyard pools preferred to beach, new survey reveals
Australians certainly are clued in about what their pool is worth, with 
Swimart’s Summer Pool Owners Survey indicating an amazing 90% 
of Australians believe their pool adds value to their home. The survey, 
which interviewed pool owners around Australia, found that in terms 
of value, a pool can add an average of $30,000 to a property.

“As a whole, Australians are a water-loving nation,” says Chris 
Fitzmaurice, Australasian manager of pool and spa specialists Swimart. 
“And pool owners place a great deal of value on their pool, both in 
monetary terms and in terms of how much enjoyment they get out of it.”

PRD Nationwide Research Analyst Angus McLean says pool owners 
are spot on with their assessment.

“Consensus amongst leading property valuation professionals is 
that a pool will add value if it is in proportion with the yard and does 
not overwhelm the garden,” he explains.

“A pool definitely adds appeal and more often than not people will 
pay extra for something with a pool.

“Many pools are now almost an extension of the house, making them 
visible from living rooms to allow easier supervision of children. A well-
designed pool will enhance the surrounding landscape as well as allow 
space for outdoor entertainment and a turfed play area for young ones.”

The Swimart survey also showed that 90% would rather swim in 
their pool than at the beach and respondents gave some very compelling 
reasons as to why this is: most believe their pool is safer, more private 
and more convenient than the beach and, as a bonus, has no crowds, 
sand or sharks.

In terms of heating, 62% of respondents indicated they do not have 
any form of heating for their pool and 34% said they had solar heating.

Growing up with a pool in the backyard seems to be the Aussie way, 
with nearly 70% of respondents indicating they had a pool growing 
up, and another 13% saying they learnt to swim in their backyard pool. 
The survey also indicated that we mainly use your pools for relaxation, 
followed by family time, entertaining and fitness.

There is still room for improvement in terms of having an 
environmentally friendly pool; just over half of respondents said 
they made an effort to make their pool more energy efficient and 
less chemical heavy by using solar-powered pumps or low-chlorine 
salt chlorinators. Salt chlorination remains dominant over traditional 
chlorine as the primary form of sanitisation, with 70% of people 
indicating they used a salt sanitiser.

Traineeships declared in Queensland

CTTT becomes NCAT
On 1 January 2014, the Consumer, 
Trader and Tenancy Tribunal (CTTT) 
became part of the NSW Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal (NCAT), the 
new one-stop shop for specialist 
tribunal services in NSW.

Instead of 23 separate tribunals, 
there is just one tribunal. Under NCAT 
the Consumer, Trader and Tenancy 
Tribunal are now the Consumer and 
Commercial Division.

The Consumer and Commercial 
Division has retained its specialist 
expertise and services in resolving 
everyday disputes about residential 
living and consumer/trader disputes 
and building works. This division also 
deals with disputes about dividing 
fences and retail leases.

The Queensland Apprenticeship and Traineeship Office has 
declared traineeships for the following, to be effective from 
28 January 2014.
• Certificate III in Swimming Pool and Spa Service
• Certificate IV in Swimming Pool and Spa Service

SPASA Qld has petitioned the department and made an 
application for user choice funding, to help offset training 
costs. SPASA Qld is still awaiting confirmation of the 
outcome of the application. If successful, the cost of the 
training delivery will be subsidised. Also, employers should 
be entitled to receive some level of incentive payment from 
the federal government to assist in the process of engaging 
a trainee.

Trainees will be signed up by an Australian Apprenticeship 
Centre such as Busy at Work and training will be delivered 
by Traxion Training. Pool shops and service technicians 
interested in  engaging a trainee should contact Busy at 
Work to discuss the process and incentive payments that 
may be available. Enquiries about the actual qualifications 
and training delivery should be directed to Traxion Training, 
who can also assist experienced practitioners obtain the 
qualifications by recognition of prior learning.
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MAKING WAVES
ACCC advice for online product reviews
Online reviews have become a popular way for consumers to find out 
more about the goods or services they buy from a business. Business.
gov.au says as a business owner, you have a responsibility to not 
post fake or misleading reviews about your products or services on 
your website, or any other online review site.

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
has released a new guide to help you avoid possible fines from posting 
misleading reviews online. The guide gives practical suggestions to 
help you reduce the risk of misleading your customers:
• Be transparent about commercial relationships.
• Don’t ask others to write reviews about your business if they have 

not tried your products or services.
• Removing or editing negative reviews can be just as misleading 

as posting a fake review.
It’s important to remember that fake online reviews are in breach 

of the Australian Consumer Law. Making sure reviews on your 
website aren’t misleading can help you avoid unwanted fines and comply with the Competition 
and Consumer Act 2010. Breaches of the Act can lead to penalties of up to $1.1 million. Learn 
more by downloading the guide Online reviews: a guide for business and review platforms on 
the ACCC website.

National Occupational Licensing System 
to be discontinued
On 13 December 2013, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) 
decided that the policy for a National Occupational Licensing System 
(NOLS) would no longer be pursued. NOLS was designed to create 
a national licensing system that removed duplicate and inconsistent 
regulation between states and territories for specific occupations. 
COAG’s decision means that the orderly disestablishment of the National 
Occupational Licensing Authority will take place during 2014.

COAG made this decision following extensive state-based 
consultation and significant negotiations, which identified a number of 
concerns with the proposed NOLS model that could not be resolved 
without imposing significant additional costs for governments and 
affected occupations. A lack of stakeholder consensus on the benefits 
of the proposed model was also a significant factor in COAG’s 
considerations.

As a consequence, the task of improving labour mobility across 
borders has been assumed by the states and territories. All states 
and territories continue to confirm their commitment to working with 
other jurisdictions, through the Council for the Australian Federation, to 
implement a system that will allow licensees to operate across borders 
without having to apply for a second licence or pay an additional fee. 
This will be of particular benefit to licence holders who live and work 
in areas bordering Victoria, Queensland and the ACT.

One option under consideration is an enhancement to the existing 
mutual-recognition arrangements, which would operate in a similar 
way to the current driver’s licence framework. Essentially, state-issued 
licences would permit the bearer to undertake an equivalent scope of 
work in another jurisdiction.

For further information contact Spiros Dassakis, CEO, Swimming 
Pool and Spa Alliance (SPASA), spiros@spasa.org.au.

Looking for more pool opportunities?
TENDERS ONLINE

www.cordelltenders.com.au
1800 674 120

Receive dedicated information about swimming pool 
construction and maintenance tenders. Using our 
information, you can grow your business today!

Let the jobs start coming to you!

Subscribe now. 
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EVERY DAY’S A SUNDAY AT INNER-CITY POOL

Completed in March 2013, the $100 million, 15-storey Sunday 
Apartments, located in Southbank, Victoria, were constructed to offer 
the best of inner-city living. On level three of the complex, which 
features more than 200 residential apartments, is the ‘Podium,’ an 
entertainment area for residents that includes an impressive pool and 
spa, covered and open cabana seating areas, BBQ zone, open-pit fire 
and ‘tranquil’ zone.

The design concept was by architect and interior designers Woods 
Bagot and Premier Capital Developments. The project managers were 
Flagship Property Holdings, while construction of the pool was completed 
by both Watpac Constructions and Commercial Aquatics Australia.

Flagship Property Holdings’ brief for the pool area was to create a 
space that can cater to many groups of people while they still maintain 
a great deal of privacy and sense of personal space. Woods Bagot 
achieved this by introducing a 10 m-wide central atrium, connected by 
a podium to create a ‘H’ profile. By cutting a central courtyard into the 
mass of the building, the apartments have transformed from a ‘box’ to 
a place with a unique sense of home for every resident. This atrium 
was the perfect place to position the pool, spa and entertaining area.

The landscape design was carefully considered and executed by 
Jack Merlo. Unlike anything else in the Melbourne CBD, the landscaping 
complementing the Sunday Apartments’ pool is reminiscent of the pool 
areas you would find at a high-end holiday resort. The pool and spa 
are built around three large palm trees, which are planted in individual 
concrete structures and form the pool surrounds. The project allows 
uninterrupted views of the city skyline - a unique backdrop in which 
to enjoy a swim.

Woods Bagot located the pool and garden area in the Podium area 
of the building as this space is situated directly above the residents’ 
car park. Locating the pool and garden area above the car park allowed 
the architects to design out any issues which may have arisen relating 
to waterproofing and maintenance of the pool.

The construction process was completed in many stages to best fit 
the process of the main building structure. The pool was constructed 

inside a structure ‘set-down’, and at a later stage the pool and spa were 
formed inside this set-down using a form and pour methodology. The 
pool and spa were later tiled.

The pool filtration system was located directly below the pool in the 
level two car park. The head height was limited in areas, which forced 
some creative thinking to ensure an optimal layout for the pool operators.

The pool cover was designed and fabricated by Sunbather. Due to 
the unique design of the pool and spa, considerable thought was placed 
on the design to ensure optimal performance. The cover is mounted 
onto a single roller, to simplify the use for operators, and stored in a 
stainless steel cabinet away from pool patrons.

The pool is operated by two Hoffman controllers, which control both 
chlorine and pH levels.

The pool and spa have been finished internally with white and black 
mosaic tiles with the word ‘Sunday’ tiled into the bottom of the pool. 
This feature makes a bold statement and can be seen from the top 
floors of the building. The pool edge has been tiled in yellow and red 
mosaic tiles to complement the use of red and yellow colour splashes 
around the pool, in the windows of the building and in the surrounding 
outdoor furniture.

The pool was awarded with the SPASA Victoria 2013 Commercial 
Pool of the Year Over $250,000. Additionally, Woods Bagot has 
recently won the Multi-Residential category for Sunday Coventry Street 
Apartments in the Interior Design Excellence Awards (IDEA) 2013.

Project specifications:
•	Waterco sand filters
•	Astral BX circulating and jet pumps
•	Hoffman chemical controller
•	Astral pool and spa heaters
•	Roejen Services pool control board
•	Spa Industries pool lighting

PROJECT COMPLETE

Images by Peter Bennetts and Commercial Aquatics Australia.
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Pool water that’s the perfect balance 
for your health, wellbeing and for the environment.

T
he story of MagnaPool begins with the 

simple idea of creating a swimming 

pool more in harmony with nature. 

A pool that would be rejuvenating, 

refreshing, gentle on the skin, as well as better 

for the environment. 

Developed in Australia after years of research, 

trials and testing, MagnaPool has embraced 

mineral technology and adapted it to enhance 

the swimming pool experience. Today, 

MagnaPool is the only trusted and authentic 

mineral water swimming pool that’s beautiful to 

swim in, environmentally friendly and beneficial 

to your health and wellbeing.

HEALING THROUGH WATER

Not only is every swim in a MagnaPool 

rejuvenating and refreshing, it’s also a gentle 

and healing experience. Everyone can enjoy 

the MagnaPool experience, even people with 

skin conditions such as eczema and psoriasis.

HEALTH GIVING MINERALS

MagnaPool’s unique blend of minerals replicates 

the therapeutic and healing properties of the 

Dead Sea and natural mineral springs. For 

centuries people have understood the health 

benefits of transdermal – through the skin – 

absorption of minerals to soothe skin conditions 

and relax and rejuvenate the body.

One of the key elements in MagnaPool is 

magnesium, an essential mineral required 

by every organ in the human body. Often 

referred to as the ‘miracle’ or ‘beautiful’ mineral, 

magnesium is a valuable detoxifying agent, 

a muscle relaxant and can help reduce the 

effects of stress and anxiety. It also plays a 

role in managing conditions such as asthma, 

migraines, diabetes and high blood pressure.

Although magnesium is found naturally in 

nuts, wholegrains, green leafy vegetables, fish 

and meat, many of us do not get enough in 

our daily diets. The good news is that while 

swimming in a MagnaPool, your body can 

absorb the magnesium it needs for optimal 

health, energy and wellbeing.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

A MagnaPool saves water, requires less 

chemicals, and when used with a variable 

speed pump option uses less energy. Unlike 

regular pool water, MagnaPool water can be 

diluted 5 to 1 and backwashed onto your 

garden instead of being poured down the drain.

Traditional sand bed filters trap much of the 

organic debris until the media is changed. 

The MagnaPool filtration system ensures that 

when backwashing is performed that most of 

the organic debris is released and discharged 

from the pool. This means less backwashing 

saving around 50% of water and much less 

strain on the sanitation system. Plus, the 

active ingredients in MagnaPool water can 

help promote healthy green foliage and better 

root growth in your plants.

CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER

MagnaPool water is crystal clear. This is due 

to the naturally occurring flocculent effect of 

magnesium, which helps to bind together 

debris particles allowing the filtration system 

to work  more  efficiently. MagnaPool glass 

media has two main advantages over sand 

media, firstly the ionic charge means that 

debris is actually attracted to the media and 

secondly the surface of glass is much greater 

allowing for a larger capture area.

THE MAGNAPOOL SYSTEM

Blended Ocean Minerals

MagnaPool is a patented blend of two natural 

ocean minerals: magnesium and potassium. 

This unique composition has been fine tuned to 

deliver the best possible swimming experience, 

health benefits and sanitation properties. 

The MagnaPool blend does not include any 

sodium chloride or other cheap fillers that do 

not provide any real benefits.

Integrated Equipment

MagnaPool works as efficiently and effectively 

as it does for one simple reason – it’s an 

integrated system. The components work 

together to bring you the very best swimming 

experience.

The system comprises:

1. Zodiac Hydroxinator

2. Zodiac Filter 

3. Zodiac Pump (either variable or single speed)

4. Zodiac Crystal Clear Glass Media

5. Mineral Blend

The heart of the system is the  Hydroxinator™ 

which converts the mineral blend into a 

combination of a strong sanitizer and 

magnesium hydroxide (milk of magnesia) 

providing you and your pool with an unrivalled 

swimming experience.

To find out more about Magnapool call your 
Zodiac Account Manager or our Customer 
Service team on 1800 688 552.

http://www.zodiac.com.au
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POOL SANITISING SYSTEMS - 
INCREASED DEMAND  
  FOR LOW-CHLORINE       
              ALTERNATIVES

Those within the pool and spa industry who 
have witnessed negative health effects resulting 
from bathers’ exposure to chlorine have correctly 
predicted the increased demand for chlorine-
reduced and chlorine-free alternatives to pool 
sanitising. Following years of research and 
development, there are now a number of chlorine-
reduced and chlorine-free alternatives on the 
market, offering a more comfortable swim for 
those who suffer with chlorine-related allergies.

C
hlorine, the chemical most often used to keep pools 
free of bacteria, has been used since the early- to 
mid-1900s. It works by breaking down into several 
different chemicals, including hypochlorous acid (HOCl) 
and hypochlorite ion (OCl-), when poured into a pool. 

These chemicals kill microorganisms and bacteria by destroying the 
enzymes and structures inside the cell, rendering them oxidised 
and harmless. While this process is very effective and suitable 
for most backyard and public pools, there are some children and 
adults who have sensitive skin, allergies and/or asthma, which 
can be triggered following exposure to chlorine.

According to studies reported by Occupational and Environmen-
tal Medicine, when reacting with organic matter brought into the 
pool by swimmers (urine and sweat for example), “hypochlorous 
acid generates a complex mixture of potentially harmful disinfec-
tion byproducts including trihalomethanes, trihaloacetic acids and 
chloramines. These compounds are actively inhaled by swimmers, 
either as gases or in the form of aerosols, depending on their 
volatility and water solubility. Of these byproducts, the most 
volatile and also most concentrated in the air of indoor pools is 
nitrogen trichloride (NCl3). NCl3 is a powerful irritant, most likely 

responsible for the eye and upper respiratory tract irritation felt 
by pool attendees.”

Considering the large number of public pools sanitised with 
chlorine and the millions of swimmers that use these pools each 
and every day, there have been very few studies on the effects 
on swimmers once inhaling these compounds. However, one 
study, conducted by Dr A Bernard from the Catholic University of 
Louvain in Belgium, 2002, did look at the lung hyperpermeability 
and asthma prevalence in school children following attendance at 
indoor, chlorinated swimming pools.

The study evaluated whether exposure to nitrogen trichloride 
in indoor chlorinated pools may affect the respiratory epithelium 
(tissues) of children and increase the risk of some lung diseases 
such as asthma. The study concluded that although further epide-
miological studies should be undertaken, “regular attendance at 
chlorinated pools by young children is associated with an exposure 
dependent increase in lung epithelium penetrability and increase in 
the risk of developing asthma, especially in association with other 
risk factors”. The full study can be read at www.oem.bmj.com.

In addition to causing problems for those with asthma, expo-
sure to chlorinated pools may also be problematic for those with 

SANITISING ALTERNATIVES
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skin allergies. According to the Australasian Society of Clinical 
Immunology and Allergy Incorporated, swimming in chlorinated 
swimming pools is one of many known triggers for atopic der-
matitis, also known as eczema.

Chlorinated pools are also avoided by some because they 
find the chemical odour and taste of the chlorine unpleasant. 
Chlorine use may also fade swimwear and towels and has been 
linked to corrosion of pool equipment. Additionally, chlorine 
dissipates quite rapidly, and therefore chlorinated pools require 
regular testing and adjustments to keep the chemical levels 
in the proper range. Some pool owners find the above factors 
reason to consider chlorine-free options for their pool.

An array of chlorine-reducing and/or chlorine-free pool 
sanitising options has been emerging in the market over the 
past decade. One such system involves the use of enzymes, 
a substance produced by a living organism, which acts as a 
catalyst to bring about a specific biochemical reaction. The 
enzymes break down organic matter and effectively remove oils 
and other organic material brought into the pool by bathers. A 
system using enzymes still needs a sanitiser (such as chlorine) 
to kill remaining bacteria; however, the amount of chlorine 
required can be greatly reduced. 

Mineral purifiers, which can be integrated into a pool’s 
plumbing system, release copper and silver into the pool water. 
These minerals kill the algae and bacteria within the pool but 
do not oxidise or remove the dead contaminants; therefore, a 
small amount of chlorine is required to complete the sanitisa-
tion process.

Ionisers are also an option for pool owners interested in 
reducing chlorine levels in their pool. The system works by 
passing a small electrical current through the water between 
two electrodes, which releases copper and silver ions into the 
water. These ions do not cause any discomfort to swimmers 
but do kill algae and bacteria. Again, these systems still require 
the use of a small amount of chlorine but use significantly less 
than a pool without such a system. Some systems claim to 
require only 1 ppm of chlorine to effectively sanitise the pool.

Nick Briscoe, a Gold Coast-based inventor who has been 
involved in the swimming pool industry for over 25 years, was 
determined to invent a chlorine-free pool sanitising system due 
to the allergies suffered by his eldest son, Dalton. When his 
son was just a few years old, Briscoe noticed that he would 
react badly to the pool water.

“The reaction was both on his skin and also affected his 
breathing. As a young baby, it was just easier to keep him 
out of the pool; but as he got older, this became a problem,” 
Briscoe says.

“He had eczema that flared up at times, but got very bad 
when he went in the pool. It wasn’t fair that his siblings could 
use the pool, but Dalton could not. School swimming carnivals 
were off limits as well, but eventually he would just go in the 
water and suffer the consequences.”

It was Briscoe’s desire to see his son swim in a backyard 
pool without suffering an eczema flare-up that kept him going 
for years before finally cracking the formula. Briscoe tried a 
number of different solutions and used the family swimming 
pool as a test facility.

“This process of trial and error went on for more than five 
years, but eventually the right combination was found. The ab-
solute feeling of achievement occurred when Dalton was able to 
swim regularly in the pool without any reaction. Not only that, 
but his skin condition seems to improve because of the water.”

Briscoe joined with Waterco, to finesse and test the Hy-
droxypure system, and after much research and development 
they eventually began trials on domestic pools.

Hydroxypure uses a combination of ozone and a specially 
formulated blend of hydrogen peroxide to create an oxidiser, 
without the use of any salts or chlorine; plus the entire process 
is fully automated. Hydroxypure sanitisation is based on the 
advance oxidation process, which has been adopted from the 
treatment of drinking water and simplified for the treatment of 
swimming pool water. The system is the only system that has 
been approved by the Sensitive Choice program of the National 
Asthma Council Australia.

Following the introduction of a large number of mineral 
purifiers and ionisers in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the 
Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) 
launched an investigation and subsequently issued a warning. 
The warning outlined that the APVMA was not confident that 
pool and spa sanitising devices or systems, based solely on 
silver or silver and copper, were/are adequate in controlling 
harmful microorganisms that can readily grow in pools and spas.

They advised, “These devices do kill some harmful microor-
ganisms but are slow working and are not completely effective. 
The microorganisms that are not controlled by such devices 

CONSIDERING THE LARGE NUMBER OF PUBLIC POOLS 
SANITISED WITH CHLORINE AND THE MILLIONS OF 
SWIMMERS THAT USE THESE POOLS EACH AND EVERY 
DAY, THERE HAVE BEEN VERY FEW STUDIES ON THE 
EFFECTS ON SWIMMERS ONCE INHALING THESE 
COMPOUNDS.

SANITISING ALTERNATIVES
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can potentially cause serious health problems. Such products 
are safe and effective if they are used in conjunction with 
other APVMA-registered pool chemicals to ensure a safe pool 
or spa environment.”

The research and development team at Zodiac has also 
responded to growing consumer demand for alternatives to 
normal chlorine systems and developed MagnaPool and Nature2.

The Zodiac Nature2 pump is a mineral-based purifier ap-
proved by the Australian standards authority. Nature2 pump 
pool owners can keep chlorine levels at 1 ppm, almost a third 
lower than the Australian standard of 3-4 ppm.

Using controlled release technology (CRT), the Zodiac Na-
ture2 pump releases precise amounts of copper and silver ions 
into the pool water, ensuring optimal cleaning and no staining.

In 2002, Gary Stutt and Phil Jones, founders and directors 
of Watertech Services International, developed the Enviroswim 
system. The directors, who both have qualifications and experi-
ence in water treatment and mechanical engineering, evaluated 
the “growing body of evidence on the harmful health effects 
resulting from bathers’ exposure to chlorine, stabiliser and 
other chemicals” and anticipated that consumers would begin 
looking for chlorine-free alternatives.

Enviroswim was developed to reduce and ultimately eliminate 
the dependence on chlorine for sanitising swimming pools, spas 
and water features.

Jones says that since its concept in 2002, “the market for 
alternative and eco-friendly products has grown at an amazing rate 
and Enviroswim sales have grown every year since its launch”.

The patented, freshwater system incorporates three processes: 
ultrasonic emitter, copper/silver ionisation and electronic oxi-
disation. Cavitation generated through the use of ultrasound 
causes extremely high local pressures and temperatures without 
increasing the liquid temperature above ambient level. These 
local effects result in the breakdown of suspended solids and 
aid in the efficient use of the electronic oxidiser.

“Copper and silver, used together, have been nature’s way 
of purifying water since time immemorial - copper is a powerful 
algaecide and silver is a powerful biocide; however, used on 
their own, they have no oxidising properties to control organic 
compounds in the water. It should be noted that Enviroswim 
operates at lower copper/silver levels than traditional pool 
ionisers and levels are well within drinking water guidelines,” 
says Jones.

The electronic oxidiser uses the process of electrolysis in 
water to produce oxygen and other powerful oxidising agents. 
When combined, the three processes have been independently 
tested and approved as an effective pool and spa sanitiser.

“The addition of chlorine is not required using Enviroswim. 
However, when using the process of electrolysis in water that 
contains chlorides, chlorine production is unavoidable. Saltwater 
pools have high levels of chlorides in the form of sodium, po-
tassium and, more recently, magnesium chloride, all designed 
to produce chlorine as the 100% sanitiser residual. 

“Enviroswim is designed to minimise chlorine but technically 
cannot claim to be 100% chlorine-free. Our customers do not 
suffer from the same health or allergy issues they experienced 
with their chlorine pools. Enviroswim is a freshwater system, 
thus keeping chlorides to a bare minimum and therefore chlo-
rine production to a minimum.

“For customer assurance, Enviroswim was tested and certified 
by NSF and also tested in a NSW Government NATA laboratory 
to the NSW Ministry of Health’s benchmarks.

“Enviroswim is a true eco-friendly system - it reduces all 
associated running costs, [and] energy, chemical and water 
use and it increases the life of the pool surface, plant and 
equipment, and surrounding landscape ... due to reduction in 
the corrosive elements of salt and chlorine. 

“The backwash water can be recycled undiluted to use on 
gardens or stored in greywater tanks for future use. It only 
requires the use of two chemicals, these being pool acid and 
sodium bicarbonate, to maintain pH levels. The system is great 
for asthma and eczema sufferers with many clients purchasing 
the system for that reason alone.”

En v i r o sw im  ha s  ob t a i n ed  APVMA  app r o v a l  ( n o . 
58847/01/1005).

Other chlorine-reducing pool sanitisation systems on the 
market include Bioguard Softswim and Narellan Pools’ Mineral 
Pool with magnesium.

The message here is that those who suffer negative affects 
due to chlorine exposure now have many options to consider, 
all of which will provide a more comfortable swim. 

Regardless of which sanitising system you recommend for 
your client, be sure they are aware of the need to add small 
amounts of chlorine (where necessary) to adequately protect 
swimmers against harmful microorganisms.

SANITISING ALTERNATIVES
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For numerous years and reasons, pool and 
spa users have been looking for an alternative 
method of sanitising their precious strips of water.
Since time immemorial, chlorine has been the 
dominant form of pool water sanitisation and 
alternatives haven’t been readily available... 
until now.
Realising the necessity and demand for 
products that would both safely and easily 
sanitise pools and spas, Lo-Chlor Chemicals 
spent the best part of the last decade 
researching and developing a 
CHLORINE & BROMINE FREE range 
of chemicals for both swimming 
pools and spas. 
In 2011 AQUASPA® BY LO-CHLOR 
was released to the market as 
a CHLORINE & BROMINE FREE 
alternative for the treatment 
of domestic spas and hot tubs 
throughout Australia. 
AQUASPA® is fully registered as a recognised 
sanitiser for spas with the APVMA and is one of 
the fastest growing ranges in the spa market 
today.
AQUASPA® is an extremely innovative 
range that treats spas simply, effectively and 
economically. 
The sanitiser component is extremely gentle 
on skin, hair and clothing, as well as having 
no harsh side effects on either the spa or 
equipment. It is specially formulated to control 
the growth of bacteria and disease.
AQUASPA® is now being used and 
recommended by numerous spa manufacturers 
and distributors. The flow on effect of this 
has been an ever increasing demand on 

pool and spa shops to stock the product from 
spa owners wishing to run their spas with 
a CHLORINE & BROMINE FREE system as 
they can see the many significant health and 
therapeutic benefits for both themselves and 
their families.
The swift and significant impact and success of 
AQUASPA® influenced Lo-Chlor’s decision to 
release its companion CHLORINE FREE range 
of products for swimming pools.

 In 2013 AQUAFRESH®by Lo-Chlor for 
domestic swimming pools was introduced 
to the pool market. 
AQUAFRESH® is a 3-part system which 
need only be applied to a pool once 
a week. It provides a fully functional 
CHLORINE FREE alternative giving pool 
owners a very real and inexpensive 
option. 
“Having a swimming pool is a luxury 

and, as well as offering a CHLORINE FREE 
alternative, we wanted to be able to offer pool 
owners a luxurious experience and feeling 
whenever they looked at or entered their pool,” 
says Paul Simons, Managing Director of Lo-
Chlor.
“Users of AQUAFRESH® have reported that 
they have never seen their pools look as 
crystal clear. Neither have they ever felt as 
comfortable swimming in water that feels so 
soft and pictures in their mind the thought of 
swimming in a cool, clear mountain stream”. 
The AQUAFRESH® Feeder has been 
developed and is in its final stages of testing. 
Once released to the market (July 2014) 
the AQUAFRESH® system will not only be 

CHLORINE FREE but FULLY AUTOMATED.

DO YOU WANT AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD 
TO SANITISE YOUR POOL AND SPA?

SPONSORED CONTENT

http://www.lochlor.com.au
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Completely chlorine free

No odour, no smell, no irritation

No red eyes

No fading of swimwear

Crystal clear water clarity

Simple, weekly dosing

Suitable for asthmatics and skin allergy sufferers

Safe for all pools and equipment

The future of pool water treatment

THE REVOLUTIONARY CHLORINE FREE SYSTEM
YOU AND YOUR POOL WILL LOVE

...because it works

http://www.lochlor.com.au
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sanitisingproducts

 

MINERAL-BASED PURIFIER
The Zodiac Nature2 pump, a mineral based purifier, 

is approved by the Australian standards authority 

and allows pool owners to run chlorine levels at the 

absolute minimum. The Zodiac Nature2 pump uses 

patented mineral-bed technology to prevent algae and 

bacterial growth in pool water. Using a Zodiac Nature2 

pump, it is claimed pool owners can keep chlorine 

levels at 1 ppm, which is lower than the Australian 

standard of 3-4 ppm.

The Zodiac Nature2 pump uses naturally occurring 

copper and silver ions which have powerful bactericide 

and algaecide properties. Using controlled release 

technology (CRT), the Zodiac Nature2 pump releases 

precise amounts of minerals at any one time into the 

pool water, ensuring optimal cleaning and no staining.

The Zodiac Nature2 also helps fluctuating pH levels 

in pool water, is suitable for both above- and below-

ground pools and is also available for spas.

Zodiac Group Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W204

 
SALT CHLORINE GENERATOR
The Hayward Salt & Swim is a salt chlorine generator with low profile, 

low flow and low salt requirements, suitable for new or existing pools 

up to 90,000 L. The Salt & Swim will also communicate with the pool 

pump to ensure run times correspond with required chlorine levels.

The Salt & Swim features a low profile, plug-and-play control box 

and compact cell for easy retrofit installations, while low flow require-

ments allow the chlorinator to operate even at energy-saving speeds. 

The device has low salt requirements, just 3200 ppm, the equivalent 

of a pinch of salt per litre.

Hayward Pool Products Australia

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W219

http://www.aquajoy.com.au
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sanitisingproducts
 

CHLORINE-FREE WATER-TREATMENT SYSTEM
Hydroxypure is a chlorine-free water-treatment system, free of odours and taste. In creating 

the Hydroxypure sanitisation system, Waterco says it has adopted technology for drinking 

water treatment, simplified the process and applied it to 

treating pool water.

Hydroxypure’s hybrid ozone technology stimulates the 

action of the sun - it produces a high-intensity wavelength 

of light, which produces a clean form of ozone that is free 

of impurities. The natural flocculating effect that ozone has 

on water greatly increases the capability of the filtration 

system to be able to filter out oxidised contaminants in 

the water, leaving the pool water clean and crystal clear.

Additionally, the system will respond to different de-

mands, by automatically adjusting dosing requirements 

for high bathing loads, hot weather, rain events and when 

pools are topped up. The pool water’s pH level is also 

automatically adjusted, protecting the swimming pool and swimmers from unfavourable 

swimming conditions.

The system is approved by the Sensitive Choice program of the National Asthma 

Council Australia.

Waterco Limited

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/V999

http://www.enviroswim.com
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sanitisingproducts
 

MINERAL WATER POOL SANITISING SYSTEM
Zodiac has relaunched and rebranded the 

MagnaPool system. Developed in Australia, 

the system uses minerals to enhance the 

swimming pool experience as well as being 

environmentally friendly.

MagnaPool’s patented and integrated system 

includes a Zodiac Hydroxinator, which converts 

the mineral blend into a combination of a strong 

sanitiser and magnesium hydroxide (milk of 

magnesia).

The mineral water pool system is also easier 

on the environment. A MagnaPool saves water, 

requires fewer chemicals and, when used with 

a variable speed pump option, the filtration 

system uses less energy. Unlike regular pool 

water, MagnaPool water can be diluted 5 to 

1 and backwashed onto a garden instead of 

being poured down the drain.

Zodiac Group Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items like this at 
wf.net.au/W201

http://www.chlorinediscounters.com.au
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sanitisingproducts

We deliver to any state or city in Australia

For more information  
Visit http://www.ukkosaunas.com.au or  
Phone: 1300 767 944

We let you experience 
relaxation & indulgence 
at Ukko

Visit us at our Prestige  
Sydney show room 

64 Maxim Place 
St Marys NSW 276

And what’s more important is that we are here to help 
you with every step on your traditional Finnish sauna 
design and floor plans, steam bath or original Cedar hot 
tub project.

We have everything you need in one place, from sauna, 
wooden tub accessories, parts and equipment to a 
complete range of different products. 

“We deliver all our hot tubs, saunas, equipment and 
accessories Australia wide. 
Give us a call or send us an email to discuss your dream 
tub or sauna project.”

COST-EFFECTIVE POOL CHLORINATORS
The pool division of Eagles The Plumbing Shop distributes the Com-

puPool Infinity range of chlorinators. The Infinity is said to be simple 

and easy to install on new and existing 

pools and features include an easy-

to-view OLED interface, a proprietary 

cell design and an impact-resistant, 

high-performance UV stabilised plastic.

The unit has an energy-efficient 

transformer that offers lower electrical 

consumption to provide a more cost-

effective and greener performance. 

The Infinity also comes with a 3-year 

warranty.

Eagles Plumbing Shop

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W316

 
FRESHWATER 
SANITISING SYSTEM
Enviroswim is an eco-friendly, freshwa-

ter sanitising system that only requires 

the addition of pH balancing chemicals.

The patented system incorporates 

three processes that produce an 

effective sanitiser, as tested, proven 

and certified to Australian Standard 

50, for use as a stand-alone sanitiser 

in pools and spas.

Enviroswim offers consumers an 

automated freshwater sanitising sys-

tem, with lower running costs, low 

chemical use, recyclable backwash 

water, easy-to-use control panel and no handling 

or transportation of chlorine, hydrogen peroxide or 

other volatile chemicals. Enviroswim is designed and 

manufactured in Australia. 

Watertech Services International

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W209
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sanitisingproducts

PHOSPHATE REMOVAL
Starver, by Lo-Chlor Chemicals, is a phosphate 

remover that efficiently and effectively removes 

phosphates without clouding pool water. By re-

moving phosphates, Starver effectively creates 

an environment in swimming pools where algae 

find it difficult to grow. Starver also enhances the 

performance of all other pool chemicals, saltwater 

chlorinators and other sanitisation systems.

StarverX is a proprietary blend of rare earth 

compounds, natural polymers and enzymes, 

which will neutralise and remove extreme levels 

of phosphates within 24 h. This product is a 

curative one (not a preventive maintenance 

product like Starver) and has been developed 

to reduce high phosphate levels efficiently and 

economically. After initial treatment, pool owners 

and maintenance technicians would revert to the 

original Starver for their ongoing phosphate pool 

maintenance program.

Lo-Chlor

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W325

 

WATER-PURIFYING SYSTEM
The Paramount ClearO3 water-purifying system is 

distributed across Australia by Pool-Water Products. 

The system creates ozone using a proprietary UV 

bulb specifically designed to excite ozone molecules 

from the oxygen in the air. This ozone is delivered 

into the pool water using the unit’s suction injec-

tion system, where the ozone-enriched air is mixed 

with the water going into the pool circulation pump. 

This creates a dynamic environment that mixes the ozone and water, continuously 

shocking the pool water, removing non-living waste.

The system consists of an extruded aluminium main body with fibre-filled PPO 

resin end caps, so it is engineered to survive in the pool equipment environment. 

The cylindrical chamber is optimised for maximum ozone generation and sealed 

to minimise ozone leakage, making the unit both powerful and safe around swim-

ming pools. Radiant heat ribs dissipate heat to maintain ozone output at peak 

operating temperatures and the side panel is removable, making maintenance 

and bulb replacement easy.

The water-purifying system easily breaks down unwanted pool particulates that 

can irritate the eyes and skin when bonded to chlorine, saves the pool owner 

money on pool chemicals, increases the life of pool filters and equipment and 

requires no routine maintenance.

Pool-Water Products Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W218

http://www.zelbrite.com
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Force by EVO 5-25kwForce by EVO 5-25kw DHP-R 10-27 kwDHP-R 10-27 kw CS 38-220kwCS 38-220kw

http://www.evoheat.com.au
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10 WAYS 
TO MAKE YOUR CLIENT’S POOL 
MORE USABLE
Australians love entertaining outdoors and the garden and swimming pool areas are an important focus 
of our lifestyle. The more often an owner can use their pool, the more that owner will tell friends how 
great owning a pool is.

John Storch
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I
t is in the interests of everyone in the pool industry to ensure 
that the use of the pool is maximised for each and every owner 
and client. This will reinforce to the general public that the 
backyard swimming pool is a necessary component of every 
residential property.

The following runs through some ways you can make your client’s 
pool more usable.

1. Shade
Think seriously about including shade in the pool area. Anything from 
a cabana to an umbrella will ensure older children can entertain their 
friends at home and also creates a shady poolside spot for parents 
to supervise younger swimmers.

Some shade will maximise the use of the pool on those hot 
summer days. Local councils do not require approval for temporary 
structures - small market umbrellas, small shade sails and retract-
able awnings have become popular and are a great low-cost op-
tion. As a response to people wanting to entertain out of their pool 
areas, larger umbrellas and retractable awnings have recently been 
developed - some up to 5000 x 5000 mm - and shade sails can 
be designed as big as needed.

The fabric of all these products can be customised so that 
variable degrees of UV rays can be cut out and some materials 
can also be waterproofed to provide a safe haven from summer 
showers. The shade can be positioned partially over the pool to 
ensure sun exposure is kept to a minimum for swimmers both in 
and out of the pool.

Strategically positioned plants or trees can also provide shade; 
however, this must be carefully considered. The roots of large trees 
may interfere with the structure or plumbing of the pool and some 
trees may drop leaves, bark and flowers etc into the pool, creating 
mess and therefore work for the pool owner. If trees are going to 
be planted for the purpose of providing shade, a pool cover should 
be installed to minimise debris in the pool.

When selecting trees for a pool area, avoid plants that are spiky 
or attract bees around pools. Spiky plants and children’s bare skin 
and unprotected eyes don’t mix well, and many children have allergic 
reactions to bees that may be attracted to flowers. Toxic plants such 
as Dieffenbachia, Oleander and Frangipani may look beautiful but 
their sap in the pool water can become quite toxic and even bare 
skin brushing against some plants like Grevilleas can be affected 
by allergic reactions.

Mulch is needed over garden areas to hold water and create 
more constant soil temperatures for plants. Light mulch such as 
leaf litter and bark chip will float in pools and can be collected in 
skimmers. Stone and pebble mulches can become dangerous with 
children using them as missiles and they can also block plumbing 
within swimming pools.

At the more extravagant end of the spectrum, a pool cabana can 
be constructed to provide shade and will increase the usability of 
the pool area. The cabana can be great for winter and night-time 
pool parties and can double as a snooker room, granny flat, home 
office, gym, change room or studio.

2. Privacy
Even good neighbours don’t enjoy feeling the need to wave ‘hello’ 
every time they step outside to go for a swim or to relax around 
their pool area. Visual privacy can be created by placing the pool in 

a location not overlooked by neighbouring properties and also with 
the use of structures and plants to create screens.

Plants can provide beauty and interest around a swimming pool 
- they soften the harsh lines of fencing, disguise swimming pool 
equipment and integrate the pool into the surrounding space. If 
you select plants that are suitable, dense and tall enough, they will 
create a privacy screen around the pool area.

Choosing shrubs for privacy screens, however, doesn’t necessarily 
entail growing a hedge. An eclectic mix of plants is an alternative to 
hedges. While hedges usually comprise one homogeneous species, a 
loose border can be composed of different kinds of evergreen shrubs, 
or of tropical plants incorporating palms of varying heights which will 
provide a softer appearance and a different feel or theme to the 
rigid formality of hedges. Another green alternative is growing climb-
ers - either self-supporting or planted on a wall, trellis or wire frame.

Structures can be incorporated around the perimeter or to a 
portion of a swimming pool area to create privacy. Structures can 
be designed to any required height and be constructed in any mate-
rial. Incorporating a structure, such as a blade or privacy wall as part 
of the swimming pool, may provide a larger contract for the pool 
builder if designed as an extension of the vertical swimming pool wall.

Often, man-made screens constructed from brushwood, reeds 
or bamboo may create privacy, even as a temporary measure until 
planting has been given time to grow.

3. Pool heating
Pool heating can make the difference between a pool used only on 
hot summer days and a pool used well into the shoulder seasons. 
A heated pool also means that pool owners are more likely to use 
their pool at night when the temperature drops. Heating can also 
be included in the surrounding landscape through space heaters, 
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fire pits or braziers. Providing the right amount of warmth will make 
sitting out beneath the stars a more enjoyable experience for the 
pool owner.

4. Lighting
Functional lighting ensures that everything is seen once the sun starts 
to set - again, making the area more usable for the pool owners. 
Lighting must be placed both around the pool and within the pool to 
provide maximum illumination. Ensure placement of outdoor lights is 
high enough so that pool owners do not view into the light source.

Mood lighting is achieved with LED or low-voltage lighting. It is 
subtle lighting used to draw attention to a plant or garden feature 
or to achieve alternating areas of low light and washes of light to 
create a mood, often to simulate moonlight or starlight.

Gone are the days of halogen lights and their counterparts the 
300 mm protruding lights that in time break due to being used as 
footholds for children getting out of pools. LED pool lights that are 
able to change colour, move and vibrate a beat can be used both 
in and out of water and have an extended life when compared to 
halogens.

Remember that swimming pools are really just big water features 
and should be treated as such, especially at night with lighting from 
both within the pool itself and in the gardens used as mood lighting.

5. Interior and exterior pool surfaces
The interior and exterior pool surfaces are the most basic element 
of a pool owner’s poolside entertaining area. The correct surfaces 
must be suggested/chosen by the pool builder to make people feel 
comfortable within the space. This must be right as it can be very 
difficult and costly to change once in place. 

There are many options available for poolside flooring - such as 
lawn, a timber deck or paving using natural stone, concrete, bricks 
or tiles. The trend in paving has been towards larger paving units 
and comes in both natural and applied finishes that can affect the 
appearance, staining ability, hardiness and slip resistance of the 
product and ultimately, how the product can be used.

Timber decking can look great on contemporary projects - it lasts 
well, is relatively cost-effective and is also suitable for elevated pools 
on steep sites. Aesthetically, timber decks give a ‘soft’ appearance. 
Ensure that a reliable hardwood is used for longevity or go pinewood 
for a cheaper alternative. Larger section timber decking 35 x 150 

mm looks great on the ground but all timber requires ongoing main-
tenance. Ensure your clients understand the maintenance involved 
with timber decking before installation.

Lawn is the most cost-effective soft alternative and is aesthetically 
a great option. However, it does have a major drawback in that it 
requires constant maintenance. Artificial turf is also becoming popular 
as a no-maintenance finish that allows clients to spend less time 
maintaining and more time enjoying their pool and its surrounds.

Interior pool surfaces have a huge effect on the entire outdoor 
space. If the current finish requires a lot of maintenance or is look-
ing worse for wear, changing the product or colour can make a pool 
look like new and minimise the time required to maintain it. Options 
include glass and ceramic tiles, quartzon, glass and pebble finishes, 
pebblecrete, paint and vinyl liners.

If your client would like to rejuvenate and uplift their external 
space cost-effectively, changing the pool from a dull colour to a 
bright, lively blue or aqua can instantly invigorate the area.

6. Safety
Making a pool safe for the children of clients is the paramount 
obligation of every swimming pool project. To maximise safety and 
the client’s use of a pool, the benches, swimouts and seating ar-
eas need to be well planned. For children under five, the benches 
should be nice and broad to maximise the space that can be used 
within the pool. Around 500 mm deep and 600 mm wide works 
well, being wide enough to act as a seat for supervising parents 
and deep enough for toddlers who are not proficient in swimming 
to have fun and splash around.

When designing a pool for the 5-14 age group, safety is paramount 
to minimise self-injury from horseplay and adolescent clumsiness. 
Children of this age love racing and diving, so deeper, longer and 
wider pools can be much safer. Often at this age, a deeper middle 
and shallower ends will allow kids to dive to a deep point from all 
around the pool and double as a more usable pool for ball games 
where players need to be at opposite ends of the pool.

Stopping children from chasing their friends around a pool can 
also be designed into the project at an early stage. Limiting one 
side of the pool to the width of the pool wall only (200 mm) and 
not providing paving all the way around limits running and horseplay.

The type and location of the pool fence should always be consid-
ered at the design stage to ensure that the fence works functionally 
and is also aesthetically pleasing. Australian standards provide us 
with the rules for design and placement for pool fencing and the 
chosen location of the pool fence can quite often have great impact 
on the placement of the pool.

Pool covers can add further safety to a pool, as can pool surface 
alarms, so that if a child sneaks into a pool or spa, the alarm will 
go off once the surface of the water is broken. However, the most 
important thing is to supervise children at all times if they are in 
a pool or spa.

7. Toys and accessories
Every family pool needs fun toys to maximise the use of the pool. 
For young children, suggest floatation devices, kickboards and noodle 
tubes. For adolescents, floating lounges, blow-up chairs and colourful 
li-los together with games such as water polo, blow-up balls and div-
ing seahorses are great to challenge kids and keep them occupied, 
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Wide range of Retro-Fit LED lights available for popular brands of Surface Mounted and Recessed Pool Lights.
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and get more use out of the pool. Additionally, they all provide an 
informal safety device if needed and therefore increase the safety 
aspect of the swimming pool.

8. Outdoor furniture
Outdoor furniture selection is becoming one of the more important 
and personal selections of a project. Furniture style can range from 
built-in daybeds to elaborate and expensive conversation pieces. The 
most useful item for an outdoor area is furniture, which also helps 
organise the space; for example, is there room for an outdoor dining 
table and an outdoor lounge area? Consider furniture style and how 
it matches the surrounding area as well as how comfortable and 
durable it is. Encourage your client to invest in furniture that will 
survive the elements over time with minimal care and maintenance. 
Furniture will ensure a client’s guests are comfortable by the pool 
and don’t need to move indoors too soon.

Outdoor soft furnishings including outdoor bean bags, cushions 
and throw rugs, together with feature homewares such as scented 
candles, sculpture, furniture and art, individualise an outdoor space 
and can range from mass-produced items to one-off items tailored 
to the project. Have a list of a few quality designers or shops you 
can recommend to your client to assist them with their selections.

9. Automation
The shift towards an automated pool system will also help your 
client maximise the use of their pool. Pools are becoming fully 
automated with cleaning, heating, lighting and waterfalls all being 
controlled remotely. Anywhere your client can access the internet, 
they can control the settings of their pool. From their smartphone, 
a client can log on to the internet and turn on the spa heater as 
they leave work, have mood lighting switch on as they walk through 
the door and dive into the pool with their favourite song playing in 
the background.

10. Refer a landscape architect
The design for the swimming pool or spa and surrounding areas 
needs to be considered in detail up front and prior to construction 
for the area to be a success.

The combination of pool builder with a landscape architect and 
other contractors such as lighting and irrigation installers will ensure 
that the overall project provides the best outcome for the owner 
and that their use of the pool and surrounding areas is maximised.

POOLSCAPING
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‘Showrooming’ and 
‘webrooming’
Retailers are being directly affected by ‘showrooming’, 
a thriving trend in which consumers look at products in 
physical stores and then look for better prices online. Some 
consumers compare prices online while standing in a store. 
Not surprisingly, retailers with brick-and-mortar locations 
are struggling with the showrooming onslaught and are 
under pressure to attract consumers to make purchases 
while inside their store. For example, some businesses now 
price-match online advertised prices while many others 
choose not to compete on price, but rather value add.

Showrooming has essentially forced businesses to ac-
knowledge this is a real threat to their business and that 
they must consider innovative ways to take advantage 
of the situation. If retailers do not take it seriously, they 
will struggle and possibly fail, while those that do take it 
seriously have a better chance of succeeding.

Like showrooming, ‘webrooming’ combines online out-
lets and brick-and-mortar retail opportunities. But instead 
of viewing products in-store and purchasing them online, 
webrooming consumers research products online before 
visiting a brick-and-mortar store for final evaluation and 
purchase.

Brick-and-mortar retailers can really capitalise on this 
trend by providing consumers with information they might 
otherwise source online (product specification, value add, 
pricing, reviews, accessibility, etc), in an attempt to control 
the consumer’s in-store experience. By lifting the in-store 
retail customer service benchmark, brick-and-mortar retail-
ers can improve their ability to serve customers across 
different channels and leverage webrooming as a way to 
keep customers returning.

Taking advantage of showrooming and webrooming:
•	Refine your website to highlight your expertise and point of 

difference and/or launch a mobile version of your website.
•	Get active on social media and build a community.
•	Allow in-store pickup or delivery for merchandise bought 

online.
•	Identify your store’s competitors and be one step ahead.
•	Know who you’re selling to (who is your customer) and 

be an expert in your space of expertise.
•	Create a positive customer experience (on the telephone 

as well as in-store).
•	Hire good sales people and qualified technical staff.
•	Make sure your employees understand what good customer 

service means.
Always remember, the first point of contact can kill your 

business if staff members do not radiate good customer 
service. Feedback welcome to spiros@spasa.org.au.

http://www.vendart.com.au
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PRODUCT
PAVILION 

STARTING PLATFORMS
 
PORTABLE SPA AND BATH PUMPS
Australian Spa Parts imports and distributes an extensive 

range of LX Whirlpool and Hydromassage spa pumps. LX 

pumps are used on the vast majority of imported spas 

currently available in Australia.

Models in stock include: single-speed LP, TDA, EA and 

DH1.0 series, two-speed WP series and circulation pump 

JA series.

TDA series pumps are suitable 

retrofit replacements for the many 

now obsolete 1.0 and 1.5 hp pumps 

used heavily on spas in the 1990s 

and 2000s. Their flow rates closely 

align with similarly sized pumps 

of that era.

A full range of spare 

parts is stocked to sup-

port the models being dis-

tributed. LX pumps come 

with a 12-month parts warranty.

Australian Spa Parts Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W212

Ceramic Solutions offers a range of single-post and dual-

post starting platforms to accommodate any deck and gutter 

configuration for recreational and competition pools.

Engineered to eliminate deflection, the starting blocks are 

easy to install and remove and are said to use the highest-

quality materials and finishes available to create a uniform 

and corrosion-resistant finish.

Ceramic Solutions

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W195

http://www.heliocol.com.au
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SOLAR POOL HEATING - AN 
EFFICIENT AND POPULAR
USE OF SOLAR 
ENERGY
For over 30 years, solar pool heating in Australia has been an efficient 
and popular use of solar energy, allowing pool owners to enjoy an 
extended swimming season with minimal running costs. Pool+Spa 
investigates the popular types, common misconceptions and latest 
developments in solar pool heating.

T
here are two main types of solar heating used within Aus-
tralia - soft, strip or ribbon collectors, or semi-rigid panels.

Soft, strip or ribbon types of products are usually 
manufactured from rubber or plastic. This system is com-
monly installed with the water-carrying tubes within the flat 

ribbon, running horizontally across the roof. It is often fastened to 
the roof surface with an adhesive. This system has been available 
in Australia for more than 30 years. Because of its flexibility, soft 
or strip systems can be installed on most roof surfaces and onto 
irregularly shaped roofs.

The semi-rigid panel product is usually manufactured from 
polypropylene and installed with the water tubes running vertically. 
This enables the panels to be more easily fastened to the roof and 
usually incorporates a more robust method of securing the product 
to the roof than adhesive alone. This allows for installations on 
steep roofs and in windy locations. Depending on the quality of 
the polypropylene, this system will usually have a longer life span 
than a rubber or plastic strip product. However, due to the set sizes 
of the panels, some roofs will not accommodate a panel system.

Installation
Once a client or pool builder has selected the right type of 
solar pool heating for their needs and budget, the next step is 
installation. Most installations are relatively easy and are usually 
completed in one day. There are three types of installations.

1. Integrated systems are often installed on older pools 
and many fibreglass pools where the pool is not equipped with 
dedicated pipes for the solar system. The pump installed to 
circulate the water to the roof-mounted solar system must draw 
its water from the pool return line, which means the main filter 
pump must run whenever the solar is being used.

2. Independent or separate suction systems, where the 
pool has been built with dedicated suction and return pipes for 
the solar. This allows the pool owner to have their solar system 
running at optimum solar energy times (usually 9 am to 3 pm) 
without the need to run the filtration system. This allows the 
pool owner more control over the operation and in particular 
the opportunity to have their filter pump running at off-peak 
power times.
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“Unfortunately, some solar pool heating companies are install-
ing poor-quality products and then provide little or no backup. Of 
course, consumers, when buying anything from furniture to shoes to 
lawnmowers, also need to be less focused on the ‘best price’ and 
more focused on the ‘best value for money’ with the longevity of 
the product and warranty strength both having a major bearing on 
value. The cheapest price today has little bearing on your satisfaction 
level in three years’ time if the product has failed.”

Most systems require little or no maintenance. Some strip systems 
with poor-quality roof adhesion products may require annual ‘regluing’ 
of the strip to the roof, particularly after wind storms. Panel products 
that use a hose clamp connection may require the home owner to 
retighten the hose clamps annually.

According to Haddon, “The biggest misconception that pool owners 
have about solar pool heating is that it doesn’t work. Pool owners 
disappointed with performance will usually have a system that is 
undersized, not collecting enough solar energy due to poor roof 
selection or shading or not operating for sufficient hours per day.

“Pool owners install solar to extend their swim seasons into the 
spring and autumn seasons. Unfortunately, a small percentage of 
people expect to swim all winter because they have been ‘over 
sold’. These pool owners should have bought a gas heater or heat 
pump. Conversely, some pool owners are sold gas heaters or heat 
pumps by suppliers who have told them it’s cheaper to run than a 
solar system, leading to very disgruntled customers when high gas 
and power bills arrive.”

John Dixon, national sales manager at Sunbather, believes that 
unrealistic propaganda is fed to clients about the limitations of solar 
pool heating.

“Some swimming pool heating companies will say solar has limited 
performance; however, that is simply not true. Solar heats more pools 
in Australia than any other pool heater and by a country mile. That 
says a lot for consumer adoption and satisfaction. Solar is the only 
pool heater that works on true demand; that is, when the weather is 
warm and people want to swim, your pool is warm. Alternative fossil 
fuel heaters maintain the pool temperature constantly, which is not 
necessary and costs consumers thousands of dollars,” Dixon says.

“Another misconception about solar is the lack of understanding on 
how powerful the sun really is. On a warm day, solar can deliver up 
to three times the heat input of some gas systems or heat pumps.

“With energy costs foremost in everyone’s mind, solar is the only 
responsible form of pool heating. In the tropics, solar will deliver 
year-round swimming; and in Southern Queensland, solar will typi-
cally give 8-9 months of warm pool use, and we find that’s what 
most families really want.

“If a client needs to swim all year, solar can be set up as the 
primary heating source and coupled with a gas or heat pump to 
allow all-year swimming at reasonable running costs. We find the 
solar is often paid back in three years with reduced running costs,” 
added Dixon.

Michael Mansfield, from Leisure Coast and Double Bay Solar, has 
been working in the solar pool heating industry for over a decade and 
believes the biggest misconception “is that pool owners need to heat 
their pool when they are not going to use it”. In fact, pool owners 
do not need to be running their solar pool heating system throughout 
the winter months when they have no intention of swimming. Ad-
ditionally, if they are going away for a week or two, they can also 

3. Divert valve systems are a variation of the integrated system 
and use the main filter pump to circulate the water to the solar 
system via an automatic diverting valve that opens to send the 
water to the solar system and closes when heating is not required 
and during periods of low solar gain. At this time the water simply 
returns to the pool. This system can often be used on simple, low 
roof installations with a minimum of pipe work. The installing com-
pany needs to ensure the filter pump can handle the extra work 
load. With the increasing use of variable speed pumps, this type of 
system will become more common.

Misconceptions of solar pool heating
Peter Haddon, CEO of Heliocol Solar, believes that, as with all con-
sumer products, poor quality and poor installations are always going 
to be the cause of concern.

“Pool owners and builders need to investigate the different brands 
and types of products and then purchase from reputable companies 
with solid reputations, strong warranties and good business ethics,” 
says Haddon.

POOL OWNERS INSTALL SOLAR TO EXTEND 
THEIR SWIM SEASONS INTO THE SPRING AND 
AUTUMN SEASONS. UNFORTUNATELY, A SMALL 
PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE EXPECT TO SWIM ALL 
WINTER BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN ‘OVER SOLD’. 

SOLAR HEATING
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solarproducts

turn the system off. When they turn the system back on, it will 
only take a few days to reach a comfortable temperature again.

What’s new in solar pool heating?
Due to confusion in the marketplace from clients unsure of what 
heating system would fit their needs best, in regards to performance 
and running costs, the team at Sunbather recently developed an 
iPad application. The app, which is a quick, on-site design and 
appraisal system for swimming pool heating loads, factors in all 
variables with the particular pool site and conditions that influence 
heat losses or gains.

John Dixon, national sales manager at Sunbather, was behind the 
development of the app and says, “The app has been developed 
to show a client accurate unheated pool water temperatures and 
then compare all forms of swimming pool heating systems including 
solar, gas, heat pumps and covers. This gives the customer the 
real facts with predicted heated pool water temperatures, length 
of the swimming season and will also show the actual month-
by-month running costs for fossil fuel heaters, such as gas and 
electric heat pumps.

 
POLYPROPYLENE PANEL SOLAR POOL HEATING 
SYSTEM
Heliocol Solar supplies a high-quality, UV-stabilised, polypropylene 

panel pool heating system.

Benefits of the Heliocol solar pool heating system includes an 

overmoulding process, in which the headers and the tubes are heat 

moulded together, becoming one piece. This eliminates hundreds of 

joins between the tubes and headers, thereby greatly reducing the 

likelihood of leaks developing. Each tube is moulded into the header 

creating a smooth full bore design, eliminating high head pressure 

and protecting the panel against clogging. Unique spacer bars hold 

the tubes away from the roof, preventing moisture and debris being 

trapped under the panel.

The solar pool heating system also features an individual tube de-

sign, which virtually eliminates wind load, important in storm seasons 

or high wind locations. The tubes are over-moulded into the header 

extremely close together meaning more metres of tube per square 

metre of product. This design creates greater efficiency in less area.

The system is said to be easy to install and is ISO certified, with 

a 25-year factory-backed warranty and a 12-year warranty on all 

Heliocol-manufactured parts.

Heliocol

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W004

 

GLAZED PANEL RACKING 
SYSTEM
Solartherm International has released the Solartherm 

racking system. It is designed for installations where 

there is insufficient north-facing roof space.

The racking system can be used to reverse pitch the 

Solartherm glazed panels where the roof is facing south, 

or pitch the glazed panels to the north where the roof is 

facing east or west. The Solartherm racking system can 

also be ground mounted in instances where there is no 

roof area located close to the pool.

The Solartherm racking system is engineer certified.

Solartherm International Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W213

“The app removes all of the confusion over which particular 
swimming pool heater is right for the client’s needs and produces 
the quickest and most professional design and quoting system 
available - all done on-site in minutes.”

A solar pool heating system as a pool’s primary heat source 
will allow for a longer swimming season, without the expense 
associated with other types of pool heating.

SOLAR HEATING
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SPLASH! is recognised as 
the must attend event for 

manufacturers, retailers, pool 
builders, contractors, architects, 

landscapers, engineers and 
service technicians to stay ahead 
of market directions as the wet 

industry continues to expand 
and take on new dimensions and 

international trends.

The show provides the 
opportunity to showcase 

your company, launch new 
products, network, build existing 

relationships, meet the press 
and build brand awareness while 
meeting the key decision makers 

in the wet industry.

Jupiter’s Hotel & Casino  
Gold Coast, Australia

16-17 July 2014

REGISTER NOW 
1300 789 845 or visit

www.splashexpo.com.au
Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsor

Welcome Reception Sponsor

Media PartnerGolf Sponsor

SOLAR POOL HEATING SYSTEM
The Zane Gulfpanel, designed to withstand 

extreme weather conditions, complements 

the original strip absorber form of solar pool 

heating, the Zane Gulfstream.

Zane Gulfpanels are precision injection 

moulded from a high-grade formulated poly-

mer, which was selected for its heat transfer 

properties and its durability. The design 

and materials also help ensure the system 

withstands extreme weather conditions, is 

resistant to bird and wildlife attacks, is easy 

to install and use, and is UV stabilised.

The panels are suitable for a standard roof 

configuration, while the Gulfstream strip absorbers are best for 

custom installations on multiple roofs and odd-shaped roofs.

To determine the best solution, Zane uses an advanced 

computer sizing program to calculate a cost-effective tailored 

solution suited to the size of the pool, the specific conditions 

of the pool and its location, in addition to the owners’ unique 

requirements regarding swimming season and the desired 

temperature.

Zane Pool Heating

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W315

solarproducts

 
SOLAR-POWERED 

POOL PUMP
SunSmart solar-powered pumps give 

consumers an ‘off the grid’ opportu-

nity that is claimed to save more in 

energy costs than a 4 kW solar energy system. 

The SunSmart solar-powered pool pump system achieves this 

by utilising high-efficiency, brushless, DC motor technology.

Brushless DC (direct current) motors are claimed to be almost twice 

as efficient as AC (alternating current) motors, so the job of filtering with 

DC power can be achieved with a much smaller motor, meaning fewer 

panels and lower cost. SunSmart solar-powered pumps can also be 

set up with the optional power transformer in lieu of solar panels. The 

pump will run at full speed consuming only around 500 W of power.

The pumps are available in various models to cater for all pool sizes. 

Next-generation SunSmart solar-powered pumps for domestic and com-

munity swimming pools in the higher 72 V capacity are also available.

Solar City Enterprises

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W196

http://www.splashexpo.com.au
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GRANULAR CALCIUM 
HYPOCHLORITE FEEDER
The ProMinent ProCal granular cal-

cium hypochlorite feeder generates 

a dilute solution from granulated dry 

chemical. The granules are stored in 

a chamber, up to 40 kg, where they 

are held until required. The granules 

are vibrated into a mixing tank where 

they are blended with the incoming 

water. The vibrator is operated in 

manual or pulse duration mode in 

response to the amount of chlorine 

required in the pool water.

ProCals are used in commercial aquatic centres, learn-to-swim 

pools, hydrotherapy pools, hotel and apartment pools, residential 

village pools, school pools and water play parks.

The ProCal series comes pre-wired and pre-plumbed for easy in-

stallation, has reduced occupational health and safety requirements, 

lower TDS, when compared to liquid chlorine, is less expensive and 

more readily available than tablets, has less impact on pH and the 

interface with ProMinent controllers or other pulse duration controllers 

claims to provide accurate and reliable chlorine control.

ProMinent Fluid Controls Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W208

 
FULLY AUTOMATED SALTWATER MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM
Pool Controls Gemini Combo is a 

saltwater management system. The 

Gemini control unit monitors water 

quality and activates the Gemini Salt 

Chlorinator as needed, giving clean 

water and energy savings. The pH 

of the pool water is also monitored 

and adjusted with doses of acid as 

required.

The Gemini Combo uses the technol-

ogy behind Pool Controls’ Chemigem 

D10 Water Management System to monitor water quality.

The system is suitable for a wide range of domestic and semi-

commercial swimming pools and is particularly useful to sanitise 

pool/spa combos.

The Gemini Combo System achieves significant energy savings, 

because the chlorinator is only activated when required. It prevents 

over-chlorination, which is a major cause of bleaching of pool-blankets 

and deterioration of fibreglass pool shells.

The system has a 2-year full warranty on all components, plus 

additional 3-year pro-rata warranty on Gemini probe and cell.

Pool Controls

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W214

http://www.spaparts.com.au
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F
red Gray from Laticrete has been a pool interior pro-
fessional for more than a decade and advises that 
“some interiors have a relatively short life span and 
require renovation sooner than the consumer would like; 
some are porous and susceptible to chemical attacks 

or staining and require more attention to water chemistry than 
normal; some can be easily damaged resulting in costly repairs; 
or some are just plain hard to look after and require a lot more 
attention than others”.

Generally the sorts of finishes being offered include epoxy paint, 
pebblecrete, Beadcretes, polyester coatings, vinyl liners, specialty 
plasters, natural stones, and ceramic and glass tiles.

Epoxy paint is a pool coating system designed to paint over a 
worn pool surface. The paint will adhere to concrete, pebblecrete or 
fibreglass and when fully cured provides a hard, smooth, easy-to-
clean surface resistant to chalking, pool water chemicals and salt.

Pebblecrete, a surface used in concrete pools, is a mixture 
of pebbles and cement that is trowelled on and then either 
water blasted or acid etched to expose much of the pebbles. 
Pebblecrete surfaces generally age well but may begin to crack 

after many years. Repairs made to small cracks will extend the 
life of the finish.

Beadcrete was first invented in the 1990s by a Sydney pool 
plasterer looking for an alternative pool interior. Beadcrete contains 
solid, inert, glass spheres that are locked into carefully graded 
aggregate matrix by polymer-modified cements. This creates a 
unique 3-dimensional effect. Beadcrete is applied and finished in 
a similar way to pebblecrete and is stain resistant, long lasting 
and low maintenance.

Polyester coatings are a rubber-like substance painted onto 
the surface of a swimming pool. In some cases a polyester coat-
ing is just used to repair a cracked area, but it can be used to 
resurface the entire internal surface of the pool.

Vinyl liners are large sheets of vinyl that form the internal sur-
face of a pool. They are generally used for above-ground pools, 
they are affordable, non-porous and can be cut to any shape or 
size. While they have a long life span, they are not as hardy as 
concrete or fibreglass.

Specialty plasters, also known as white coat or marcite, are a 
mixture of white cement, a high-brightness ground calcium carbon-

POOL INTERIORS - 
IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE 
THAT COUNTS
Pool builders and consumers are presented with many options when having a 
pool installed and it is important to recognise that some pool interiors may have 
significant repercussions on the economic life of the structure.
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ate aggregate, water and a pozolonic additive. The products are 
easily applied and produce a high-quality finish.

Ceramic and glass tiles have been the popular choice for high-
end pool interior finishing for some time. Today, pool tiles can be 
manufactured in any colour or print, and while expensive in the 
initial outlay, will provide a pool owner with a cost-effective and 
high-end product when considering the life span it will allow the pool.

Many products that have been traditionally used for paving 
around the pool can be used successfully inside the pool. Natural 
stones such as sandstones, travertines and granites can all be 
used for benches, steps and spas, but these products need to 
be fully and carefully sealed. It is important to check that the 
selected product can be used for this application.

Since it’s invention in the 1990s, Beadcrete has been com-
mercialised and sold throughout Australia and numerous other 
countries from the early 2000s. Beadcrete is manufactured under 
strict quality controls and under exclusive licence in Australia at 
the Ingleburn NSW Plant of Designer Concrete Coatings Pty Ltd 
and exported by Designer Concrete Coatings Pty Ltd throughout 
the world.

The patent owner of Beadcrete, Peter Carden, says, “Bead-
crete is suitable for almost all concrete pools, new pools or pool 
renovations. Beadcrete has also been used in commercial pools 
and resorts throughout Australia and the world.”

Beadcrete is the original and innovative concrete swimming 
pool interior surface incorporating patented technology including 
clear and coloured glass spheres with polymer modified cements. 
Beadcrete gives consumers an immense colour choice, is low main-
tenance and is much smoother than other pool finishes available.

“Beadcrete should be installed by a licensed qualified/insured 
pool interior applicator,” says Carden. “The preparation of the 
pool shell/substrate prior to installation is one of the keys to 
a superior surface finish. As with all pool interiors, the normal 
regular cleaning and maintenance of the pool water chemistry by 
the pool owner will ensure a long-life pool interior.

“When selecting your pool interior colour, the key factors should 
be the owner‘s personal preference along with the shape of the 
pool and the desired theme or effect they are striving to achieve. 
Location, preferred waterline tiles, landscaping and shading are 
important considerations. The colour choice may be influenced 
by whether the pool is in a bright, sunny area or shaded. If the 
property is waterfront, the colour of the surrounding water is 
often requested to be matched in the choice of the pool interior 
colour. We would suggest, if it is possible, for the new customer 
to view existing pools in their preferred colours.”

Ian Wilson, national sales manager from Beadcrete, says, “De-
signer Beadcrete offers significant benefits over standard pebble 
aggregate pool interior finishes. Its seamless construction more 
easily satisfies pool hygiene requirements and is more readily 
compatible with use of standard pool maintenance procedures 
and equipment. The finish is extremely durable and has very low 
permeability properties that resist water penetration and therefore 
migratory paths that hatch algae-growth. The finish texture is 
superiorly smoother than traditional pebble pool interiors and a 
value-added benefit of very low risk of skin abrasions and there-
fore swimmer comfort.”

Steve Conley, from WaterBlade Australia, specialises in ‘Eco pool 
finish’ - a thermally applied durable polymer surface. The product 
is manufactured in America and has been purpose designed for 
swimming pool use.

“The product can be used in concrete and fibreglass pools and 
is an excellent option for commercial application. The Eco pool 
finish surface is a very smooth finish and has many benefits over 
traditional pool surfaces. For example, the surface is completely 
resilient to chemicals. When the surface has been applied, the pool 
can be filled the next day or weeks after. The surface can be spot 
repaired without having to resurface the complete pool,” says Conley. 

“As with any pool surface, application must be done in the 
correct manner in order for the product to reach its full potential. 
The Eco pool finish requires no maintenance and offers a 10-year 
warranty on the finished surface.”

Ceramic Solutions supplies high-quality German made tiles 
and mosaics in a variety of colours and formats. The tile range 
includes innovative systems for pool edging and wet decks, vary-
ing slip-resistance tiles for different requirements from foyer to 
the wet barefoot zones, as well as patented HT coating for easy 
cleaning and improved hygiene.

POOL INTERIORS - 
IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE 
THAT COUNTS

POOL INTERIORS

IN AN EFFORT TO REDUCE COSTS, SOME MOSAIC 
TILE MANUFACTURERS HAPHAZARDLY USE 
INAPPROPRIATE GLUES, SUCH AS DILUTE POLYVINYL 
ACETATE, TO MOUNT TILE ON BACKING MESH. WHEN 
IMMERSED IN WATER THESE GLUES CAN SOFTEN AND 
THEN SWELL AS THEY ABSORB WATER, LEADING TO 
LOSS OF ADHESION.
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Kathryn Hay, marketing manager of Ceramic Solutions, sug-
gests, “When selecting a tile supplier, choose a supplier that offers 
credible warranties for their products and choose tile products 
that are colour-fast and won’t fade in the sun.  Make sure the 
supplier understands the different slip ratings and applications eg, 
slip ratings for beach entry pools; some manufacturers will claim 
the one floor tile covers all slip rating levels - this isn’t true.”

Choosing a quality interior for a commercial pool will ensure 
longevity for a facility. Municipal pools are designed with a 50-
year life; a high-quality interior will prevent chloride and/or salt 
ingress entering into concrete, which would otherwise corrode the 
steel reinforcement and cause structural failure.

Hay advises that commercial pools have interior colour rules 
and regulations and it is important to check these against Aus-
tralian Standards and any local laws. “This also applies for slip 
resistance. The colour of the tile/interior changes shade when 
underwater - dark colours can often appear black. Ceramic Solu-
tions is always happy to provide samples for testing underwater. It 
is also important to highlight steps using colour within a pool and 
use edging tiles when tiling to prevent sharp dangerous corners.”

The water maintenance regime will have a big impact on the 
pool’s interior surface.  Hay suggests that if you are draining your 
client’s pool, it is the perfect opportunity to clean the floor and 
walls of the pool using a tile safe cleaner. It is important to note 
that the minerals that exist within the water can have an impact 
on the cleanliness of the pool. For instance, the water used in 
natural springs has a very heavy mineral content and will create a 
brown tinge on the pool interior over time.  If the colour scheme 
within a pool is likely to show mineral colours, then tiles will 
provide a more manageable cleaning solution than other surfaces. 

Gray, who specialises in pool tile adhesives and grouts, believes, 
“An impervious ceramic- or glass-tiled swimming pool interior with 
epoxy grout is arguably the most cost-effective finish over the life 
of the pool structure - which for me is more than many decades. 
Achieving a good-looking and functional tiled finish in the pool is 
not difficult and from my discussions with various pool builders, is 
becoming even more competitive given the rising costs of other pool 
interiors. The inert nature of impervious tile and epoxy grout - not 
reacting with the pool water chemistry - and the ease of maintenance 
- stain proof and easy-to-clean qualities of these tile interiors - [make 
grout by far one of the best choices, if not the best], although other 
sorts of tile are still a more than acceptable product.

“Impervious tile and vitreous tile are the most popular choices 
for swimming pools around the world because they are relatively 
inexpensive and easy to find. Glass tile, suitable for submerged 
installations, is very pleasing in appearance but is typically more 
expensive and requires a higher degree of installation experience 
and expertise. Stone is also an excellent option but choosing 
the right stone is important. While many stone types will not 
experience significant moisture or thermal expansion, some can 
be affected by pool chemicals and improper mineral balance in 
the pool water.

“Installation of tile in swimming pools requires the tile to be 
fully and solidly bonded to the substrate. Simply put, this means 
that the tile should have 95-100% adhesive coverage not only 
to the back of the tile but also to the substrate. In submerged 
installations, 95-100% coverage is essential to the long-term 
performance of tile or stone. Thoroughly beat all tile or tile as-
semblies into place with a beating block to obtain maximum 
contact of bonding mortar on the back of each tile.

“In an effort to reduce costs, some mosaic tile manufacturers 
haphazardly use inappropriate glues, such as dilute polyvinyl ac-
etate, to mount tile on backing mesh. These glues interfere with 
contact and bonding between mosaic tiles and the tile adhesive. 
When immersed in water, these glues can soften and then swell 
as they absorb water, leading to loss of adhesion. This may oc-
cur within several weeks to several years but the result is almost 
always the same.”

WHILST FULLY TILING IS NOT 
AFFORDABLE FOR EVERYONE, 
A GREAT RESULT CAN STILL BE 
ACHIEVED BY TILING THE WATER LINE 
AND OR STEPS OF THE SWIMMING 
POOL.

The Pool Tile Company in Brisbane specialises in the supply of 
pool-safe tiles for both domestic and commercial swimming pools. 
Their range includes both ceramic and glass mosaics. 

Sheaulei Tan, marketing and administrative executive from 
The Pool Tile Company, believes that a glass tile mosaic is the 
ultimate choice for a pool interior. “The benefit of glass mosaics 
over traditional ceramic mosaics is the large range of colours 
and effects that are available. Glass mosaics are available with 
mother-of-pearl, gold, marble and crystal effects for a dazzling 
end result. Ceramic mosaics are cheaper to buy and install so 
this needs to be taken into consideration when choosing a tile. 
There is a definite trend towards ‘blends’ at the moment, where 
several different colours are mixed together for visual effect. 
Whilst fully tiling is not affordable for everyone, a great result 
can still be achieved by tiling the water line and or steps of the 
swimming pool.”

A pool structure is designed and constructed to have a life 
spanning many decades. A quality pool interior should be able 
to match this. When helping your client select a pool interior for 
their pool, only recommend products from a reputable company, 
backed with a substantial warranty.

POOL INTERIORS
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Bubbling with opportunites?
CORDELL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

www.cordellprojects.com.au
1800 80 60 60

Boost your business with Cordell Construction Projects. 
Our information and industry insights give you 
access to the full range of opportunities available – 
so you can generate profits today.

Let the jobs start coming to you!

Subscribe now. 

interiorproducts
 

CERAMIC AND 
GLASS MOSAIC POOL 
TILES
The Pool Tile Company specialises in 

the supply of pool-safe tiles for both 

domestic and commercial swimming 

pools. The range includes ceramic 

and glass mosaics. The benefit of 

glass mosaics over traditional ceramic 

mosaics is the large range of colours 

and effects that are available.

The company also offers a wide 

range of waterline border tiles, glass 

mosaics, ceramic mosaics, dolphin 

and turtle image tiles, murals, pool 

feature walls and stacked stone. 

Additionally, a large selection of 

pool coping, stair noses and paving 

stones including granite tiles, marble, 

limestone, Himalayan quartz (AKA Indian Sandstone), cobbles, quartzite 

and travertine tiles is available. The company can also create custom 

pictures from mosaic tiles for the bottom of pools or for walls.

The Pool Tile Company

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W198

 

NON-POROUS AND PH-
NEUTRAL POOL FINISH
Following over twenty years of research and de-

velopment, Aqua Bright, a pneumatically applied, 

high-performance pool finish has been developed. 

Aqua Bright captures the strength, durability and main-

tenance ease of traditional finishes while maintaining 

the colour range.

 
GLASS PEBBLE POOL INTERIOR
The Blue Glass Pebble Company supplies a range of glass pebble 

pool finishes for concrete pools, backed by a 10-year warranty. 

The product is easily applied and requires minimal maintenance.

A base range of six glass pebble pool interiors is available, 

but the product can be customised to any colour requested. The 

product provides a smooth and sparkling finish.

The company fully premixes the product at its factory as op-

posed to sending out raw materials and instructions. This allows 

it to ensure consistency of colour throughout the mixes and also 

maintain high-quality control standards.

Blue Glass Pebble Company

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W380

Aqua Bright, distributed by WaterBlade Australia, is 

resistant to chipping, peeling and chalking. It cures 

in seconds, not weeks, and is said to be extremely 

durable, outlasting conventional finishes.

Because Aqua Bright is a non-porous, pH-neutral 

finish, there is no need for costly harsh chemicals at 

start-up. There is a large colour pallet to choose from, 

all of which are UV fade resistant.

Waterblade Australia

Contact info and more items like this at 
wf.net.au/W215

http://www.cordellprojects.com.au
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CRYSTAL AGGREGATE POOL LININGS
Specialising in the supply and manufacture of crystal aggregate 

pool linings, Jewels 4 Pools offers a wide range of vibrantly col-

oured finishes that are soft to touch and guaranteed not to fade.

The crystal pool lining requires minimal maintenance, is 

smooth on feet, non-toxic, inexpensive and visually appealing. 

The geopolymer has been designed specifically for pool renders 

containing glass or crystal. When used as directed, geopolymer 

can greatly increase the strength and workability of a pool’s 

render, while also reducing its permeability.

Backed by more than 30 years of industry experience, the 

company notes that a rough, untreated pool surface can lead to 

sore feet and ruined swimsuits. The company says the product 

is not only gentle on skin but is also attractive.

Jewels 4 Pools

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W210

 
GLASS MOSAIC TILES
Europe Imports has available Ezarri glass mosaic tiles. The tiles 

are environmentally friendly/sustainable, with 100% recycled glass 

used in production. Additionally, Ezarri carries an ISO14021 qual-

ity certificate for effective management and supports the Green 

Building Council to promote sustainability in building.

Custom murals, screen-printed designs, 13 different ranges, 

over 100 colours and antislip surfaces are all available.

Ezarri Tiles meet come with a certificate of guarantee and 

authenticity. The tiles are produced with round corners and no 

sharp edges.

Europe Imports

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W211

http://www.pooltile.com.au
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Filter Max Series
MFV available in 8 sizes. Manufactured 
from high density food grade. Polyethylene 
suitable for high performance & reliability.

EPH Series Heavy Duty Pump
This pump delivers high flow & energy ef-
ficiency ultra performance. 2” suction & a 
discharge port with transparent lid. A ring 
lock seal designed to eliminate suction 
leaks & maximise suction efficiency.

E-Lunnen Underwater Light
The sleek 35W colour changing LED uses less 
energy than your traditional Halogen underwa-
ter light. Continuous operation if a single LED 
fails. 7 fixed colours for individual preferences. 
8 fascinating pre-programmed colours from 
continuous to fading in & out.

Ultra Series Filtration Combo with Pre-Filter
Designed for easy set-up above ground pool, 
“ULTRA” Series filtration combo offers an eco-
nomical solution with user-friendly operation. 
The combo inludes durable top mount plastic 
filter tank, 4-way multiport valve and swim-
ming pool pump attached with base.

1300 293 633  info@emaux.com.au  
www.emaux.com.au

PRODUCT
PAVILION

 
CEDAR HOT TUBS
Ukko Saunas and Tubs is an Australian manufacturer of cedar tubs, which are con-

structed with clear-grade Canadian Western Red Cedar, a naturally durable wood. 

Cedar is free from pitch and has a natural decay resistance.

The tubs can be heated in a number of ways including electric, gas, wood fire 

or heat pump. Due to the natural insulation properties of cedar, the water will stay 

warmer for longer.

The wooden tub allows the user to sit upright, enjoying the full benefit of the jets, 

which are stronger than in the more common acrylic spas. Unlike acrylic spas and 

some cedar tubs that use silicon for their waterproofing, in a Ukko Tub the seal is 

achieved using the natural expansion of the timber when wet.

The tubs come in a range of sizes and can also be custom made; they can be 

installed almost anywhere, including indoors and outdoors. Owners can also select 

colour LED mood lights, a corona discharge ozonator and a silver/copper/zinc ioniser 

to reduce the chemical usage for sanitisation by more than 80%, the company says.

UKKO Saunas

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W331

 
LATEX ADDITIVE
Laticrete 4237 Latex Additive is a specially designed latex additive 

for use with 211 Crete filler powder to make a high-performance 

latex thin-set and medium-bed adhesive. It can be used for beds 

up to 15 mm thick and for installing all types of ceramic tile, stone 

and agglomerates.

Good bond strength, flexibility and shock resistance make it a 

suitable choice for heavy-duty situations. It is suitable for immersed 

installations including swimming pools.

Laticrete

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W328
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POWER STEERING FOR SUCTION POOL 
CLEANERS
The Aqua-Quip Twister helps suction pool cleaners ensure 

a constantly random and thorough cleaning pattern. Twister 

suits all popular suction-style pool cleaners that have a 

swivel hose connection, fitting to the existing pool hose.

It is powered by the constant flow of water through the 

pool cleaner hose. A paddle wheel spins inside it and 

transfers drive to the pool hose, counter-rotating the hose 

about three times/h. Twister is supplied with an angled 

adaptor that fits between the pool cleaner and the hose. 

The counter-rotation swivels the angled adaptor on the 

pool cleaner, thus continually changing the direction of 

the hose, steering the pool cleaner out of problem areas.

Aqua-Quip

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W327

Eagles Pool Division is part of Eagles The Plumbing Shop. An independently 
owned and operated Australian company, we have been serving the professional 
builder market, associated trades, and the home renovator for almost 40 years.

With three local operational sites in Sydney, including a new 3,000m2   
distribution and warehouse facility at Prestons, plus an operational base  
in the Gold Coast, near Brisbane, Eagles Pool Division supplies a broad range  
of pool industry products for both domestic and commercial pool projects. 

SAVE TIME...  
One call, one account, one delivery

Pumps and Filters  |  Lighting  |  Pipe & Fittings  |  Solvent & adhesives  |  Drainage  |  Valves & Pool Accessories  |  Rainwater Tanks  |  Pool Heating  |  Tools  |  Chlorinators

Our supply partners are well-established, industry leading manufacturers, 
with a reputation for quality brands and outstanding products, including:

• Spa Electrics
• PoolSystems
• Vinidex

• Jandy 
• Emaux 
• Davey

• CompuPool
• Waterblade
• PipeKing …and more besides…

If we don’t stock it, we’ll source it!

Call or email for full range details, more information, to request a quote, or to open an account.

QLD: 07 5580 3914   |  NSW: 02 8017 2260  |  poolsinfo@eaglesplumbingshop.com.au
QLD: Coomera   |  NSW: Prestons, Smeaton Grange, Blacktown

 
PRESSURE-SIDE CLEANER
Pentair has introduced the Racer 

cleaner to its pool cleaner range. The 

Racer cleaner, a pressure-side cleaner, 

is claimed to deliver nearly 1/3 more 

cleaning power than other pressure-side 

cleaners and a 40% larger vacuum 

intake to tackle debris of all shapes 

and sizes. The built-in rotating brush 

works well on hard-to-remove debris 

and is good for sandy environments 

and new pool finishes.

Other features of the cleaner include: 

a front rotating brush that scrubs 

and scours for a deep and detailed 

clean; forward and reverse modes for 

complete and uninterrupted coverage; 

four venturis for increased cleaning 

power; LED lights, which illuminate 

and enhance night-time cleaning; and a secure, snap-on debris bag 

with one-button removal.

Pentair Aquatic Systems

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W319
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THE POWER OF 
PRESENTATION
USING VISUAL MERCHANDISING TO MAXIMISE 
SALES IN YOUR POOL STORE OR SHOWROOM

V
isual merchandising is a practice that supports retailers 
in presenting their retail space in the best possible 
way to maximise sales. Visual merchandising does 
not stop at great-looking window displays, it is more 
than this. From the in-store layout and product mer-

chandising, to housekeeping, lighting, music, price tickets, post-
ers and graphics, window display and props, right through to the 
colour you paint your walls and the fixtures you sell from. How 
you visually organise and how often you rotate these elements 
within your retail space is visual merchandising.

Whether you’re an up-market fashion chain or the local pool 
store, what you sell is irrelevant; if you have a retail space and 
open your doors for trade, you are conducting visual merchandis-
ing on some level.

The practice of visual merchandising requires creativity, in-
spiration, logic and organisation. When a retailing environment 
makes ‘visual sense’, a customer will be naturally attracted to 
the space, enticed to come in, convinced to stay and shop and, 
most importantly, want to buy.

The biggest mistake I see in retail stores is cluttered, tired 
displays that have gone unchanged for weeks, sometimes even 

months. Retailers that have prominent window displays can often 
overlook the importance and the power of these areas. Many retail-
ers I deal with just don’t know what to put in their windows, so 
‘any old thing’ is thrown into place. What sort of first impression 
does this leave with the customer?

Showrooms can also be a little too relaxed when it comes to 
visual merchandising. Typically, showrooms will not have the foot 
traffic of a retail store. What tends to happen is that displays 
are not changed as often as they should be; over time the dust 
(literally) begins to settle and the showroom can present as stale 
and unwelcoming.

When it comes to visual merchandising, a program must be 
put into place and executed accordingly. Creating a plan that has 
a visual merchandising focus each month will see your retail or 
showroom space constantly remerchandised, which keeps things 
visually fresh and interesting for you and your customers.

Floor plan
When considering the principles of visual merchandising, one of the 
first steps is to consider the floor plan. Every retail or showroom 
space must engage and follow a floor plan. A retail floor plan 

Carol Bagaric, the director of AUSVM, one of Australia’s leading visual merchandising agencies and 
also the author of Retail Revamp - the No Nonsense Guide to Visual Merchandising & Display works 
with retailers to improve their retail space. She offers Pool+Spa readers the following advice.
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can be likened to that of a house. When thinking about building 
a house, first the foundations are planned then other important 
decisions such as the location of the kitchen, bedrooms and 
garage are made.

As the owner of the store you must look to create the strong-
est foundations possible in your store and plan where everything 
will go. This provides the customers with a comfortable shopping 
experience. Additionally, the logical flow of items keeps them 
shopping instead of trying to work out where everything goes. 
Most importantly, as the owner of the store, you are in total 
control; you control how a customer shops your store through 
strong visual merchandising.

Product positioning
When thinking about pool shops, it’s important to look at the nature 
of the products and the role they play to your customer. If I think 
about products such as pool chemicals, pumps, filters etc, these 
items are very functional and a customer needs these items to 
maintain their pool. This being the case I would not feature such 
items at the front of a store. Therefore, use the location of such 
items to force your customer to shop your entire store. Similar 
to supermarkets with their bread and milk strategy, you will never 
find these two items merchandised together or at the front doors. 

Pool toys and accessories are a great way to create a fun, 
colourful and playful atmosphere in your retail or showroom space. 
Make these items the first visual impression that greets the cus-
tomer as they enter your store. Such display points located at the 
very front of a pool store get customers excited and emotional 
about their potential purchase. As for the chlorine, they most 
likely need to buy that anyway, so let’s not make a feature of 
it at the front door.

When it comes to showrooms, the more display pools and spas 
that are on show the better. Customers will always respond better 
when they can see, touch and feel their potential purchase. If this 
is not achievable, posters and brochures are your next best bet, 
but make sure the merchandising and display of the brochures is 
consistent and, most importantly, not the feature overshadowing 
the pool or spa on display.

Step back and look at your area and ask yourself, am I selling 
a pool/spa, or is it just a whole bunch of posters and brochures 
on display? Another idea is to use TVs or iPads with rotating 
images to advertise the products you sell.

Shop windows
There are a few key components to creating an effective shop 
window. Firstly, ensure that the space dedicated to the shop 
window display is somehow blocked off from the rest of the 
store. It’s important to physically define the window space area, 
otherwise you could finish up with a window display that bleeds 
into your product display in-store and this will only lose visual 
impact with customers.

The next component for consideration is what’s the story 
behind the window display? Do you have a promotional offer, a 
new product arrival, a new season to celebrate? Whatever the 
message is, make sure it’s clear and concise.

Finally, be careful not to over merchandise your windows with a 
million products and messages - this only confuses the customer, 
presents as clutter and fails to create any impact.

VISUAL MERCHANDISING

http://www.waterco.com
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We can help you with your heating requirements
 
18 years of service in the Pool industry

Solar | Gas | Heat pump
Pool heating specialists

www.doublebaysolar.com.au
Sales@doublebaysolar.com.au 1300 724 132

       

S O L A RDouble BaoDoDoDoDoDoo
eisure Coast &

Colours
To paint and decorate your shop or 
showroom, choose colours that reflect 
and are seen in a typical customer’s 
backyard. Strong greens and blues are 
always a safe bet. The atmosphere you 
want to create is the long hot summer 
by the pool. When I think of this, vibrant 
and bright colours come to mind. The 
green of the summer grass, the blue 
of the sky, the colour in our swimsuits, 
neon pool toys, the colourful fruit we 
eat, the list goes on. These colours are 
always seen by the pool, so make sure 
they’re reflected in your showrooms.

Creating a mood with music 
and lighting
Sense merchandising goes beyond 
product merchandising; it is all the little 
things that go on in your store like music, 
scents, lighting and temperature that 
leave an impression on your customer. 
One of the most exciting things about sensory merchandising is 
that most of the above cannot be experienced online.

Music plays an important role. Think about a time when you 
have entered a store and it is deadly quiet, there is one person 
behind the counter and only you in the store. How uncomfortable 
does this feel? Every step you take in the store, every product 
you touch or move can be heard. I know when I am in this type 
of situation I can hardly wait to leave!

You must have some sort of music playing to break the ice. 
Music is welcoming - it creates a sense of energy and it is another 
way to keep customers entertained and shopping in your store. 

Make sure if you play the radio or play 
your favourite CDs that the music is 
relevant to your target market.

The right lighting is critical for a 
customer to shop with ease around 
your store. What you sell will determine 
how strong or soft your lighting will be. 
The trick here is to take a good look 
at what lighting you have and ask how 
atmospheric is it? Do you have dark 
areas around the store where it is hard 
for the customer to see? Watch next 
time as customers shop in your store. 
Are they squinting and taking product 
toward natural light to see what it is? 
Or is your lighting too bright?

When I think about buying a pool or 
spa, it’s something to get excited about. 
It is an emotional purchase that goes 
towards creating a lifetime of memories. 
It is so very important that this nostalgia 
is created and reflected in your retail 
and showroom spaces. The sense of 
summer fun and good times to be had 

by the pool is what the customer is buying into - they need to 
see and feel it. By engaging in regular visual merchandising, you 
can achieve this.

For more information
For those who would like more information about visual mer-
chandising, Retail Revamp - The No Nonsense Guide to Visual 
Merchandising & Display is a beginner’s guide to visual merchan-
dising and display and can be purchased at www.ausvm.com.au. 
AUSVM also runs one-day visual merchandising workshops in 
Sydney - details can be found on the website.

 

VISUAL MERCHANDISING
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PRODUCT
PAVILION 

ALTERNATIVE PROBES TO 
ACU-TROL PH AND ORP 
PROBES
Sensorex S465 series probes offer an alter-

native to Acu-Trol pH and ORP probes used 

in swimming pool control, and industrial, 

municipal and potable water applications.

The S465 series was designed expressly 

as a direct fit replacement for existing Acu-

Trol pH and ORP probes. Constructed of 

durable PPS, S465 probes offer improved 

chemical resistance. Additionally, Sensorex 

uses a higher volume of its proprietary poly-

mer sensor reference gel for longer service 

life. The advanced sensor technology is 

claimed to deliver accurate measurement over a range of 0 to14 pH or 

-1000 to 1000 mV for ORP. The probes are suited to a variety of applica-

tions with a temperature range of 0 to 80°C and a pressure maximum of 

100 psig (standard de-rating applies).

The threaded ½″ NPT connection enables easy inline installation or 

use with existing Acu-Trol flow cells without modification. Advanced signal 

shielding reduces noise for more accurate communication with process 

control systems. Both the pH and ORP probes are available with a BNR 

connector for quick integration into existing systems.

Envirosensors Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W199

IQ. CHEMICAL TRAINING.

www.interquad.com.au

thesmartchoice

Awarded ‘Commitment to  
Industry Training and Education’.

- SPASA 2013.

Courses on offer:
•  Basic Water Chemistry

• Beyond Basics

• Advanced Water Chemistry

• SPASA Unit of Competency, Cert III 
   ‘Chemically Treat Swimming Pool  
    and Spas’ (SPASA3001A) 
 

•  All levels of experience

• Reward your staff

• Increase your knowledge

• All courses run by IQ certified trainer
Contact us  

now to find  

out more.

NSW – Head Office
International Quadratics Pty Ltd, 12 Gatwood Close, Padstow, NSW 2211

t 02 9774 5550    f 02 9774 5552    e sales@interquad.com.au

Increase your chemical IQ with our award-winning training. 

 
EXTENDED HEIGHT SAND FILTER
Pentair has expanded its CristalFlo sand filter 

range to feature a larger model, 30″ diameter 

sand filter. Owing to its extended height, this 

gives filtration equivalent to other larger 

diameter sand filters because of a 

deeper sand bed.

The one-piece, blow-moulded 

tank is constructed from a high-

density thermoplastic resin and is 

made in Australia. The tank comes 

with a 50 mm (2″) multiport valve 

along with all necessary connections.

Pentair Aquatic Systems

Contact info and more items like this 
at wf.net.au/W317

http://www.interquad.com.au
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Independent Pool Store Owners

JOIN SWIMART FOR FREE

For more information on how you can convert  
your business into a SWIMART store,  

contact the National Franchise Manager on  
(02) 9898 8602 for a confidential discussion.

SWIMART, Australia’s pool & spa specialists, is one  
of the largest & most successful pool store chains in Australia. 

Right now, we’re looking for independent pool store operators who want to 

increase their sales & profits by joining Australia’s leading franchise group. 

By becoming part of the SWIMART family, you’ll benefit from:

• No joining fees
• Up to $20,000 franchisor contribution to rebrand your store 

•   High-level consumer brand awareness & marketing programs including TV

•  Successful & highly profitable  
business model

•  Secure Business Purchase  
Agreement available

SWI2438

PRODUCT
PAVILION

 
RECESSED LINEAR POOL LIGHTS
The Form and Light WIBRE 4.3061 LED swimming 

pool lights are linear, recessed, flush mounted and 

made from marine-grade stainless steel 316TI. The 

rectangular stainless steel cover plate with the dimen-

sions 128 x 635 mm is electropolished for a smooth 

surface and increased corrosion resistance.

The pool lights are for large, upper-end, residential 

and commercial pools or water features to create a 

different look in contrast to the typical round light fittings.

The standard beam spread is 30°, optional 10, 45, 

90 or 40 x 10°. The 48 W LED pool lights are available 

in three different whites, solid colours or RGB which 

can be DMX controlled to create a dynamic effect.

With the optional DMX controller the pool owner 

can adjust the whites and colours and set and recall 

favoured scenes for the pool and the surrounding. 

With the outer dimension of the installation housings 

of 108 x 615 mm and only 100 mm in depth, these 

pool lights will fit into many pool walls, floors or big-

ger water features.

Form and Light Pty Ltd

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/W205

 
CORDLESS, BATTERY-OPERATED, 
ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER

The Maytronics Dolphin Liberty Pro is a commercial, 

battery-operated, robotic pool cleaner. The cordless 

design is suited to pools with obstacles or areas where 

cords may tangle.

The Liberty uses lithium-ion battery technology to en-

sure the robot has maximum suction power, 

working life and minimal charge times.

Other features of the Dolphin Liberty Pro 

include: a cycle time of 1 to 1.5 h; recharge 

time of 2 to 4 h; suitable for pools up to 15 

m in length; suction power of 17,000 L/h; 

cleans floors, walls and benches; and has 

a gyroscope included to optimise scanning 

pattern efficiency.

Maytronics Australia

Contact info and more items like this at 
wf.net.au/W323

http://www.swimart.com.au
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SPASA NEWS
SPASA Australia National Awards 
of Excellence Gala Dinner
The inaugural SPASA Australia Awards Gala is being launched at the SPLASH! 2014 Pool & 
Spa Trade Show on Thursday, 17 July at the Crowne Plaza, Surfers Paradise.
The SPASA Australia Awards of Excellence recognise achievement in design, construction, 
innovation and professionalism across the pool and spa industry. The awards program gives 
recognition to SPASA members who have demonstrated the highest degree of competency 
and professionalism.

This year, the Swimming Pool Retail Association of Australia (SPRAA) has come on board 
and will present its SPRAA-member national retail awards. The SPASA Australia Gala Dinner 
will also incorporate the fourth edition of the SPLASH! Environmental Awards. 
All winners of the four 2013 SPASA Australia member Awards of Excellence programs are 
automatically eligible for the national awards program. Award winners will receive exclusive 
use of a unique digital awards logo, permanent listing and links from the SPASA Australia 
website as well as a framed ‘Winner’ or ‘Highly Commended’ award. 

For more information about the awards program or the dinner, contact Rowena Cook on 
03 9501 2040. 

Those interested in attending the awards evening can download a SPASA Australia gala 
dinner booking form from: www.spasa.com.au. 

Sponsorship enquiries can be directed to Asher Newton on 03 9501 2040.

http://www.rheempoolheating.com.au
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March
What: SPASA Victoria annual golf day
When: 14 March 2014
Where: Kingston Links Golf Course
Website: http://www.spasavic.com.au

What: 2014 SPASA Golf Classic
When: 28 March 2014
Where: Stonecutters Ridge Golf Club, 
Colbee NSW
Website: www.spasa.org.au

June
What: Swimming Pool and Spa Alliance 
Gala Awards Night
When: 14 June 2014
Where: Oatlands House
Website: www.spasa.org.au

July
What: SPASA Australia Gala Awards Night
When: 17 July 2014
Where: Gold Coast
Website: www.spasa.com.au

What: Splash! Pool and Spa Trade Show
When: 16-17 July 2014
Where: Jupiters Hotel and Casino, 
Gold Coast
Website: http://www.splashexpo.com.au

August
What: SPASA Victoria Spa and Pool 
Winter Show
When: 9-10 August 2014

Where: Melbourne Convention and 
Exhibition Centre
Website: http://www.spasavic.com.au

What: SPASA Queensland golf day and 
awards evening
When: 21-23 August 2014
Where: TBA
Website: http://spasa.com.au/index.htm

September 
What: Bob Stanley Memorial Golf Day
When: 12 September 2014
Where: Stonecutters Ridge Golf Club, 
Colbee NSW
Website: www.spasa.org.au

October
What: Interbad
When: 21-24 October 2014
Where: New Stuttgart Trade Fair Centre, 
Stuttgart, Germany
Website: www.interbad.de/

November
What: Piscine
When: 18-21 November 2014
Where: Lyon, France
Website: http://www.piscine-expo.com

What: Salon Splash
When: 20 November 2014
Where: Centre de foires, Québec, QC
Website: http://www.acpq.com/salon-
splash/

Coming Events

Next Issue 
Pool heating: The top pool heating professionals discuss how they 
have solved pool heating issues using electric, gas and heat pumps. 
Pool covers: Unsure of the best way to cover your client’s pool? 
Pool+Spa discusses the options with industry insiders. 
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JOB FUNCTION  
(please choose one only)
1.   Builder – Pool and Spa
2.   Designer – Pool & Spa
3.   Designer – Outdoor/Landscaping
4.   Management – Corporate/General
5.   Architect
6.   Landscape Architect
7.     Engineer – Manufacturing/

Maintenance Pool and Spa    
Equipment

8.    Engineer -  Pool and Outdoor 
Construction/Projects 

9.   Technician – Maintenance/Service
10. General Contractor/Tradesperson
11. Electrician
12. Plumber
13. Painter
14. Retail 
15. Wholesaler – General Pool Equipment
16. Wholesaler – Chemical and Paint
17.  Public Pool or other Water Park 

Management
18. Purchasing/Procurement
19. Sales/Marketing

INDUSTRY  
(please choose one only)
1. Chemicals/Allied Products
2. Construction - General Building
3. Construction - Pool Building
4. Decking Supplies
5. Design and Consultancy Services
6. Engineering Services
7. Environmental Services
8. Fencing Supplier/Installers
9. Finance/Banking/Insurance 
10. Government
11. Heating Services
12. Instrumentalities (Eg CSIRO)
13. IT
14. Landscaping Services
15. Lighting and Electrical Services
16. Logistics/Transport/Warehouse
17. Manufacturing
18. Outdoor Landscaping Supplies
19. Pipes and Fitting Supplies
20. Pool cleaners
21.  Pool Pump supplies and/or installation
22.  Retail – Pool Equipment/General 

Supplies
23. Safety Equipment (excluding fencing)
24. Service/Maintenance
25. Tank Suppliers
26. Testing/certification
27. Utilities 
28. Water Feature designs and installation
29.  Wholesale – Pool Equipment/General 

Supplies
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http://www.maytronics.com.au

